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Chair: David T. Blaauw
Increasing power density with process scaling has caused stagnation in the clock speed of
modern microprocessors. Accordingly, designers have adopted message passing and shared
memory based multicore architectures in order to keep up with the rapidly rising demand
for computing throughput. At the same time, applications are not entirely parallel and
improving single thread performance continues to remain critical. Additionally, reliability
is also worsening with process scaling, and margining for failures due to process and envi-
ronmental variations in modern technologies consumes an increasingly large portion of the
power/performance envelope. In the wake of multicore computing, reliability of signal syn-
chronization between the cores is also becoming increasingly critical. This forces designers
to search for alternate efficient methods to improve compute performance while addressing
reliability. Accordingly, this dissertation presents innovative circuit and architectural tech-
niques for variation-tolerance, performance and reliability targeted at datapath logic, signal
synchronization and memories.
Firstly, a domino logic based design style for datapath logic is presented that uses Adap-
tive Robustness Tuning (ART) in addition to timing speculation to provide up to 71%
performance gains over conventional domino logic in 32b × 32b multiplier in 65nm CMOS.
Margins are reduced until functionality errors are detected, that are used to guide the tuning.
xv
Secondly, for signal synchronization across clock domains, a new class of dynamic logic
based synchronizers with single-cycle synchronization latency is presented, where pulses,
rather than stable intermediate voltages cause metastability. Such pulses are amplified using
skewed inverters to improve mean time between failures by ∼1×106× over jamb latches and
double flip-flops at 2GHz in 65nm CMOS.
Thirdly, a reconfigurable sensing scheme for 6T SRAMs is presented that employs auto-
zero calibration and pre-amplification to improve sensing reliability by up to 1.2σV th in 28nm
CMOS—this increased reliability is in turn traded for ∼42% sensing speedup.
Finally, a main memory architecture design methodology to address reliability and power
in the context of exascale computing systems is presented. Based on 3D-stacked DRAMs,
the methodology co-optimizes DRAM access energy, refresh power and the increased cost of




This introduction briefly discusses high-performance computing and why it is an important
research topic. It shows how some of the major research problems came to be and how they
are related, and highlights efforts in this area related to this dissertation.
1.1 High Performance Computing
Innovations in information technology have been fueled by a continuous and extraordinary
increase in computer performance. High performance computer systems can be regarded as
the most powerful research instruments today. They are employed to model phenomena
in various fields such as climatology, quantum chemistry, computational medicine, high-
energy physics, etc. The term High Performance Computing (HPC) was originally used to
describe powerful, number-crunching supercomputers for scientific applications. However,
over the last 50 years, with a remarkable turnover of technologies, architectures, vendors and
the usage of systems, the definition has evolved to include systems with any combination
of accelerated computing capacity, superior data throughput, and the ability to aggregate
substantial distributed computing power [1].
The growth for HPC machines has been steady for decades, roughly following the so
called ”Moore’s Law” [2] —famously observed by Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel Corpo-
ration, in 1965. In his original paper, Moore predicted that the number of transistors per
integrated circuit would double every year and the speed would double every 18 months.
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Figure 1.1: Top 500 super computer performance projections. Historic performance
data of the top 500 performing non-distributed computers in the world. “#1” represents
the fastest machine, “#500” represents the 500th fastest machine, and “Sum” represents the
aggregate performance of the top 500 machines. Trend lines are also drawn showing steady
growth, with an exaFLOP computer projected to exist by 2018. [3]
This exponential growth, became a hallmark of computing power increases and a road-map
used by the semiconductor manufacturing industry to coordinate improvements.
Figure 1.1 shows historic data for the top 500 machines in the world, showing the trends
for the fastest machine, the 500th fastest machine, and the aggregate performance of the top
500 fastest machines. In contrast to specialized designs typically used through the 1990s,
today’s HPC systems are increasingly based on the cluster computing model [4] for cost-
effectiveness—employing commodity processors, such as those from Intel and AMD instead
of relying on custom processing elements. Additionally, according to these projections, an
exaFLOP computer will exist by 2018-19.
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Table 1.1: Influence of scaling on MOS device characteristics. Due to velocity satura-
tion, device lifetime, and power density limitations, semiconductor manufacturers currently
follow constant field scaling as best they can. [5]
Parameter Sensitivity Constant Field Constant Voltage
Scaling Parameters
Length: L 1/S 1/S
Width: W 1/S 1/S
Gate oxide thickness: tox 1/S 1/S
Supply voltage: VDD 1/S 1
Threshold voltage: Vthn, Vthp 1/S 1
Substrate doping: NA S S
Device Characteristics
β (W/L)(1/tox) S S
Current: Ids β(VDD − Vth)2 1/S S
Resistance: R VDD/IDS 1 1/S
Gate capacitance: C WL/tox 1/S 1/S
Gate delay: τ RC 1/S 1/S2
Clock frequency: f 1/τ S S2
Switching energy: E CV 2DD 1/S
3 1/S
Switching power dissipation (per gate): P Ef 1/S2 S
Area (per gate): A 1/S2 1/S2
Switching power density P/A 1 S3
Switching current density Ids/A S S
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1.2 Process Scaling
One of the most important enablers of Moore’s law has been process scaling. Table 1.1
shows how CMOS devices perform under constant field and constant voltage style process
scaling. Ideally, silicon manufacturers would like to follow constant field scaling, which
improves performance but maintains the same power density.
Maintaining the same power density is important: since 2000, processors have reached the
maximum power (per chip) that can be supported given the heat dissipation (e.g., 125W).
This is called the thermal design power (TDP). This is indicated by the flattening of the
power curve in Figure 1.2. Additionally, perfect constant field scaling has not been achiev-
able, due to increased leakage caused by reducing Vth, increased Vth variation, and Vth re-
duction via drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). This results in an even greater power
density, which designers are required to offset in other ways. This can include lowering fre-
quency, increasing the amount of memories relative to active logic, or decreasing the die size
(transistor count). This is also visible in Figure 1.2 as a decrease in the rate of frequency
improvement since about 2004. As a consequence, there has been an increasing interest
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Figure 1.2: The impact of process scaling on transistor count, power and per-
formance [6]. While transistor count has continued to increase steadily, improvements in
relative performance and clock speeds have plateaued. Source: National Academy of Sciences
to leverage multi-core processing since around the same time to provide performance gains
depending on workload parallelism. In addition to improving performance of the individual
cores, such architectures present additional challenges in the form of communication and
data synchronization (signal reliability) between the cores. At the same time, with a reduc-
tion in the rate of delay scaling (that has traditionally provided “free speedup” to component
designers), dynamic logic families are also making a comeback to implement speed critical
paths in power constrained designs.
Process variation also increases with process scaling. Variation in effects such as line
edge roughness, oxide thickness, and random dopant fluctuations do not scale directly with
the feature length, causing a relative increase. Historically, systematic process variation
has been of interest to semiconductor manufacturers. However, in recent years, random
dopant fluctuation has emerged as a significant challenge. This is because average number of
dopant atoms in modern processes is between 10 and 100 [7]. Figure 1.3 shows the increasing
standard deviation of threshold voltage vs. channel length for square bulk transistors [8].
Process variation has a significant impact on circuit reliability. Various aging effects,
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Figure 1.3: Standard deviation of the threshold voltage vs. channel length for
square bulk transistors. Constant LER=4nm [8].
such as negative bias temperature instability and time-dependent gate oxide breakdown,
cause continuous reliability degradation during circuit run-time usage. This has forced de-
signers to increase margins for functionality and lifetime, resulting in an increase in power
and/or a decrease in performance. Some of this margin can be recovered using equipment
to test the performance of each chip and “bin” the chip for either power or performance.
With chips having 10s of cores presently, and possibly 100s in the future, testing each core
becomes expensive. Another approach is to make the circuits “adaptive”, or self-adjust to
the operating conditions. Thus, without the historical “free” improvement in performance
as a consequence of clock frequency scaling, and with increasing process variation affecting
sensitive circuits (like sense amplifiers in the memory), designers are required to develop




With higher process variation in newer technologies, circuit designers have traditionally
added higher timing margins at design time in order to tolerate uncertainty and ensure
functionality under variation in process, voltage and temperature (PVT) as well as data and
lifetime. However, under typical conditions, these margins are unnecessary and result in
performance degradation.
Figure 1.4 shows how timing margins accumulate. With process scaling, such uncertainty
gets a bit worse each generation. As mentioned in Section 1.2, the variation in process
parameters does not scale directly with the parameters themselves, causing an increase in
relative variation.
Figure 1.4: Sources of timing margins in VLSI circuits [9]. Under typical conditions,
these margins are unnecessary and result in performance degradation.
To address this, some manufacturers use a “binning” process where each integrated circuit
(IC) is tested for power and performance and is assigned to a bin. Each bin is marketed
and sold as a separate product,with specific voltage and frequency settings. This technique
accounts for static variations (e.g. process) but it cannot account for dynamic variations
(e.g., voltage and temperature) which occur during runtime. Additionally, the tester time
required to perform binning is cost-intensive, so this technique is only suitable for expensive
ICs.
Dynamic variations are becoming increasingly important with process scaling. As VDD
decreases, noise from outside sources increases relatively, and the relative effectiveness of
decoupling capacitance decreases due to increased current draw to maintain the same TDP.
Increases in power density also cause increases in voltage and temperature uncertainty, even
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if the TDP is the same. In advanced processes it is possible for a relatively small structure
to suddenly draw a large amount of current, which causes IR droop, Ldi/dt noise, and
thermal hotspots. The event can be data driven, such as the case for “power viruses” run on
processors, making the variation even greater since the designer often does not have control
over the programs that a customer runs. An event can have complicated and cascading
effects. For instance, if a driver to one half of a clock tree suddenly saw a voltage droop,
then the two halves of the tree would be skewed for one or more cycles. In this case a purely
local effect can have catastrophic global consequences.
Two strategies for reducing timing margins under dynamic variations are based on “de-
tect and correct” circuits often known as “Razor” [10–14], and prediction based replica or
“canary” circuits [15–18] or environmental sensors [19–21].
In a “detect and correct” style strategy or “Razor”, the system operates at voltages and
frequencies that may cause a timing failure, and a backup copy of any at-risk data is kept in
case of emergency. If a timing failure occurs, then the backup copy of the data is restored,
and operation continues. Such a scheme can account for global (e.g. process), local (e.g.
hotspots) and fast (e.g. IR droop) variations. However, the technique has large overheads
in terms of area and invasiveness.
The original Razor design used circuit-level data backup [22], where each flip flop had a
“shadow latch” that stored known good data. Each cycle the shadow latch would need to be
updated, meaning that a global rollback signal would need to be computed and distributed
before the next clock cycle. It is common to have the following few clock cycles lengthened to
give any undesirable electrical conditions time to pass; this also gives extra time to distribute
the rollback signal. Forward progress is always made with this scheme since the program
only stalls one cycle while the rollback occurs and computation continues at a guaranteed
frequency.
Razor II introduced the now-prevalent architectural rollback which takes advantage of
existing rollback mechanisms in modern processors [23]. Typically processors have a built-in
rollback mechanism for branch mis-predicts which can be leveraged. Care must be taken
to make sure that no architectural state is ever corrupted; this includes the register file,
program counter, and any external memories. The rollback mechanism itself must also be
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Table 1.2: Methods of dynamic variation timing margin reduction. Significant
benefits are highlighted in italics. Static variation is accounted for by tester-based tuning in
prediction techniques and intrinsically in others.
Detect and Prediction via Delay Slack
Correct Canaries and Monitoring
[10–14] Sensors [15–21] [9]
Margins Global Variation Yes Yes Yes
Reduced or Local Variation Yes No Yes
Introduced Fast Variation Yes No No
Introduced None Sensor Tracking & TDC Accuracy
Sensor Variation
Costs Area Large Small Small
Invasiveness Large Small Small
Tester Time Small Typically Large Small
considered reliable so that the program can be properly restarted. Forward progress can be
stalled much longer in this technique since the rollback mechanism will undo multiple cycles
of work. The lack of shadow latches at each critical flip-flop and the lack of a need for a
global control signal makes this technique very popular.
Canary circuits, or “replica paths”, use a string of inverters or other gates to create a
known timing path that triggers every cycle. This path is used to adjust the clock frequency
or system voltage such that there is never any timing failures in the main circuit. This
strategy can account for changing global conditions, such as global temperature, global
process variation, or global voltage scaling. It cannot respond to local variation, local hot-
spots, or local supply noise, so a margin must still be included for this class of variation.
Typically, the fastest delay of the canary must always be slower than the slowest critical
path delay under all variation corners and conditions.
Recently, a hybrid timing speculation technique [9] was also proposed to recover some of
the margins that canaries could not recover, by monitoring the delay slack of the critical paths
themselves. To measure the delay slack, a time-to-digital converter (TDC) was connected
to the data and clock inputs of each critical register. Note that while this technique largely
avoids the design complexity introduced by traditional techniques, it introduces a new margin
in terms of TDC accuracy. The technique can respond to global and local variations, but
not fast variations. A summary of all these techniques is shown in Table 1.2.
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While the discussed speculation techniques have been implemented for static logic, there
is a need to investigate adaptivity in the context of dynamic logic families. With dynamic
logic, in addition to timing speculation as performed in the discussed techniques, function-
ality margins can also be traded, providing an additional knob (robustness speculation) to
provide additional performance benefits. However, this presents new circuit and architectural




With the rise in message-passing and shared memory based multi-core processing as
mentioned in Section 1.2, a new challenge has emerged in the form of communication between
the cores, as well as memory and cache coherence. These multicore processors are increasingly
employing independent Dynamic Frequency and Voltage Scaling (DVFS) of the cores to
improve energy efficiency [24,25]. Thus data often crosses clock boundaries, and if the data
from one core is not synchronized with the clock of another core, it might be changing exactly
when sampled. As a result, fast and reliable on-chip communication is a key challenge in
these systems due to the occurrence of metastability. Metastability is an issue because
different downstream gates in a path can interpret the metastable value differently, which in
turn can to lead to a system-wide functional failure.
Figure 1.5: Synchronizer performance (τ) is degrading with process scaling [26].
Traditionally, designers have employed two to three flip-flops in series as a synchroniz-
ing element [27] at clock boundaries. The flip-flops in the path provides greater time-based
amplification for the metastable signal to resolve and improves mean-time between failures
(MTBF). Synchronizer performance is typically measured in terms of its resolution time con-
stant (τ), which is a measure of the rate at which it resolves metastability [28]. With process
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scaling, (τ) has been expected to scale proportionally to the gate delay ’FO4’. However,
Beer et al. [26] recently reported that τ has actually been degrading with scaling (also shown
in Figure 1.5).
One way to counter this degradation in synchronizer performance is by increasing the
synchronization latency. However, this would degrade performance. Another approach has
been to constrain the relationship between the clock frequencies [29, 30]. However, such
an approach is not always feasible and increases clock design complexity. Thus, there is a
growing demand for high MBTF, low latency synchronizing element.
1.4.2 Sensing Reliability for SRAMs
High performance SRAMs are crucial elements for high-performance microprocessor cache
memory and SoC applications. A critical component of memory is the sense amplifier, which
amplifies a a certain minimum signal differential (sense voltage) in the bitlines to detect and
latch the stored data value. Creating the sense voltage involves discharging large parasitic
capacitances on the bitlines and generally dominates the memory read access time. By
reducing the minimum required sense voltage, the sense amplifier can be triggered faster,
thereby improving memory read speed. Smaller sense voltage also reduces power dissipation,
as the bitlines can be restored to their default state as soon as a value has been sensed and
latched.
However, variation in transistor characteristics and particularly threshold voltage has
emerged as a major challenge for circuit design in scaled technologies. Process variations
result in increased mismatch among neighboring transistors which can affect the correct
functionality of sense amplifiers by inducing offset into the cross-coupled inverter pair. In
addition, increased Iread variation in the memory bitcell [31] further degrades sensing robust-
ness.
The fundamental tradeoff between sensing time (time required to develop the sense volt-
age) and bitline read failures forces designers to heavily margin sensing time in order to
guarantee sufficient sense voltage, prior to sense amplifier triggering. Previous research
has proposed to improve sensing robustness by reducing offset using pre-amplification cir-
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cuits [32], capacitance based offset cancellation [33, 34], and sense amplifier redundancy
[35]. However, a majority of these schemes target single-ended sensing (losing the benefit
of common-mode rejection), incurring up to 60% area overhead or post-silicon tuning costs.
Thus, there is a need to develop high-speed, area-efficient, and robust differential sensing for
6T memories.
1.4.3 Device Reliability
In addition to signal reliability challenges introduced by architectural changes, the devices
by themselves are also becoming unreliable. Device failures include hard and soft breakdown.
Hard breakdown results in complete functional failure of a device. Some of these include
oxide breakdown, where holes are punched in the oxide by leakage current passing through
the oxide, and electromigration, where electrical current pulls metal atoms downstream
until the wire is severed or it bulges causing a short. Soft breakdown causes devices to
be slower, which can cause systematic timing failures, or functional failures in the case of
structures like sense amplifiers and memory bitcells. Soft-breakdown failures include hot
carrier effects, where electrons get injected and stuck inside the gate oxide, and negative
bias temperature instability, where dangling bonds form underneath the gate oxide. In both
cases the threshold voltage of the device is adversely affected [5]. In addition, high energy
particle strikes (neutrons and alpha particles) also lead to failures in memory bitcells and
sequential logic circuits.
Under normal operating conditions, the vast majority of devices in a system are expected
to last many times longer than system’s lifetime. Since a single device or wire failure can
cause complete system failure, there is an inverse-exponential relationship between system
size and lifetime. At the same time, process scaling is making devices smaller and less
robust, while providing exponentially more of them. Together, these trends cause the lifetime
margins to reduce the useful chip lifetime until it is nearly non-existent.
Accordingly, device reliability becomes even more important in the context of exascale
computers, where the much higher number of components deployed will result in crippling
failure rates.
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1.5 Contributions of This Work
This dissertation presents circuit and architectural techniques to address adaptivity and
reliability issues mentioned in this chapter. The remainder of this work is outlined below.
Chapter 2 discusses Adaptive Robustness Tuning (ART) for domino logic. It is a Razor-
like speculation scheme that employs robustness speculation on domino logic in addition
to timing speculation. The scheme dynamically tunes domino gates to trade surplus noise
margins at nominal conditions for performance by detecting stability errors during runtime,
while guaranteeing forward progress. This technique is demonstrated in a 32b × 32b mul-
tiplier in 65nm CMOS technology, where it provides performance gains of up to 71% over
conventional domino logic.
Chapter 3 discusses a new class of dynamic buffer based synchronizers, where pulses
rather than stable intermediate voltages, cause metastability due to the one-sided operation
of domino gates. This unique feature is exploited by amplifying such pulses to develop very
high-MTBF, single-cycle synchronizers. This technique is demonstrated in 65nm CMOS
technology, where it improves MTBF by ∼1×106× (∼5×107×) over jamb latches (double
flip-flops) at 2GHz. A new technique to experimentally measure metastability in silicon is
also proposed and used to measure results.
Chapter 4 discusses a variation tolerant sensing scheme targeting high performance 6T
SRAMs. The scheme reconfigures a conventional sensing topology to additionally perform
auto-zeroing based offset compensation, and bitline droop pre-amplification. The scheme is
implemented in 28nm CMOS, where sensing reliability is improved by 1.2σV th without added
area overhead. This increased robustness is in turn traded for performance, providing up to
42% sensing speed improvement and 10% lower sensing power at 1.8GHz.
Chapter 5 discusses a main memory architecture design methodology to meet power and
reliability for exascale computers. The methodology utilizes a 3D-stacked DRAM and pro-
poses several optimizations to improve access energy and refresh power. In addition, a new
fault tolerance strategy is proposed to combat soft and hard errors. The final design is
obtained by co-optimizing error correction cost, access energy and refresh power. The re-
sulting 3D-stacked memory uses a page size of 4kb and consumes 5pJ/bit. This is equivalent
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to 4.7MW for a 100PB memory, which is well within the system power target (20MW), and
also resilient to errors.




ART: Adaptive Robustness Tuning for
High-Performance Domino Logic
In this chapter, a new domino logic design style called Adaptive Robustness Tuning (ART)
is presented which provides performance gains of up to 71% over conventional domino logic.
This technique is demonstrated in a 32b×32b multiplier in 65nm CMOS technology. The de-
sign dynamically tunes domino gates to trade surplus noise margins at nominal conditions for
performance by detecting stability errors during runtime while guaranteeing forward progress.
It also eliminates timing margins.
2.1 Motivation
While most modern chips are constrained by power, speed-critical datapaths continue to
benefit from targeted use of high-performance logic design styles [36]. Domino logic [5,37] has
been the mainstay for this purpose. It offers several advantages, including fewer transistors,
faster switching speeds, and no contention or glitching-based power consumption. However,
increasing process variation has made conventional domino design more complex and less
beneficial, forcing designers to revert back to static CMOS [38].
Domino gates require safety margins to ensure correct operation under worst-case leakage,
charge-sharing, and supply noise, which degrade their performance gains over static CMOS.
In a Domino gate (Figure 2.1), the NMOS evaluation stack and the clock footer are upsized to
speed up the falling transition (speed-critical). Similarly, the PMOS in the output inverter is
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sized considerably more than the NMOS (3-4× for a fast rising transition, also speed-critical).
The precharging PMOS device is sized to meet a reasonable precharge time and the PMOS
keeper is sized to meet functionality under worst-case operating conditions. Figure 2.1 shows
that margining the keeper for robustness under worst-case Process, Voltage and Temperature
























































Figure 2.1: Margining the keeper in a Domino gate for robustness under worst-
case PVT conditions can degrade performance by ∼32%. The data is simulated in
a high-performance 65nm CMOS technology. The goal of ART is to be able to track PVT
and trade the extra noise margins for performance under more typical conditions.
As PVT sensitivities increase with process scaling and more frequent use of low voltage
operation, these margins and their resulting performance loss are expected to increase fur-
ther. However, these margins can be reduced and traded for performance gains under more
typical, nominal conditions. This motivates a new design style called Adaptive Robustness
Tuning, (ART) [39] that shrinks robustness margins with minimal design overhead and en-
ables performance gains of up to 34%. Similar to recently proposed adaptive approaches
[40, 41], the robustness margins are reduced until functionality errors are detected. Failures
are used to guide robustness tuning and are corrected to guarantee forward progress in the
computation. Additionally, ART also removes timing margins, increasing the total gains up
to 71% over conventional domino in a 32b × 32b multiplier implemented in a 65nm CMOS
process.
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2.2 ART Domino Architecture
The basic concept of ART Domino is to perform two evaluations of the conventionally-
sized domino gate: a fast, speculative evaluation followed by a slower, safe evaluation with
sufficient margins to guarantee correct operation under worst-case conditions. The safe
evaluation is performed in the background and does not impact latency of the computation.
The results of the two operations are compared and in case of errors, the errant computation
is flushed and the result of the safe evaluation is propagated, guaranteeing forward progress.











































Figure 2.2: Designing ART Domino gate starting from a conventional domino
gate. The VDD of the dynamic gate (connected to the precharge/keeper devices) and the
VSS of the output inverter are converted to virtual rails controlled using headers/footers.
The added headers/footers are shared across multiple gates to minimize overhead.
Figure 2.2 shows one implementation of an ART Domino gate and how it is obtained
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from a conventional domino gate. The supply rails of the pull-up and pull-down networks
are separated into two sets as shown and virtual supplies VX and VY are introduced. In
order to mitigate the area overhead of the two virtual supply rails, the two rails VX and VY
are laid out exactly over the primary rails VDD and VSS (which are in Metal 1) in a higher
metal layer (Metal 3).
The ART Domino gate operates in four phases: (a) Speculative Precharge (SP), where
the gate is precharged with margins removed (Figure 2.3); (b) Speculative Evaluate (SE),
where the gate performs a fast, speculative evaluation (Figure 2.4); (c) Checker Precharge
(CP), where the gate is precharged with restored margins (Figure 2.5); (d) Checker Evaluate
(CE), where the gate performs a slower “always correct” evaluation (Figure 2.6). During
the Speculate (SPEC) phase, precharge voltage VX is lowered to TVDD and voltage VY
on the output inverter is raised to TVSS speeding critical transitions at both nodes by
reducing voltage swings. Raising VY also speeds the following gate by trading its noise
margin for speed. During the Check (CHECK) phase, robustness margins are restored and
a safe evaluation checks for errors. The values of TVDD and TVSS are tuned to operate
the design at the edge of failure, thereby maximizing performance gains and automatically
tracking PVT conditions.
Figure 2.3: Speculative Precharge (SP). The gate is precharged with margins removed.
VX is lowered to TVDD and VY is raised to TVSS.
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Figure 2.4: Speculative Evaluate (SE). The gate performs a fast, speculative evaluation.
The result is recorded for in order to check for errors later.
Figure 2.5: Checker Precharge (CP). The gate is precharged with restored margins. VX
is raised back to VDD and VY is lowered back to VSS.
Figure 2.6: Checker Evaluate (CE). The gate performs a slower, “always correct” evalu-
ation. The result of the safe evaluation is compared with the previously recorded result of
the speculative evaluation to check for errors.
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2.2.2 ART Pipeline and Clock Generation Design
To allow for the larger delay of the safe evaluation, we introduce a technique where we
split each pipeline stage at its middle point during the safe evaluation phase (CE), effectively
doubling the time for the slower, safe evaluation. Figure 2.7 shows how an ART Domino
pipeline is obtained from a conventional Domino pipeline. A fully margined domino latch
DOMBUF is inserted in the middle of each pipe stage. Figure 2.8 shows the circuits details
in the ART Domino pipe stage. The headers/footers are shared across gates in a pipeline
stage to minimize design overhead relative to conventional domino circuits.
Figure 2.7: Designing the ART Domino pipeline from a conventional Domino
pipeline. The extra logic added allows each pipeline stage to be split at its middle point
during the slower, safe evaluation phase (CE).
Figure 2.9 shows the clock generation. The overlapping clock generator provides global
clocks Φ1 and Φ2 which eliminate latches between pipe stages and provide skew tolerance
[42]. Φ1, Φ2, and derived clocks Φ3 and Φ4 determine the required four phases for each









































































Figure 2.8: ART Domino pipeline circuit details. Headers/footers are shared across
gates in a pipe stage. DOMBUF stores a copy of the previous gate’s output during SE phase
in order to split each pipe stage during the slower safe evaluation(CE).
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Figure 2.9: ART Clock Generation. Global clocks Φ1, Φ2 have relaxed overlap constraints
while Φ3, Φ4 with stricter skew constraints are generated locally in each pipe stage.
stage.
Figure 2.10 contrasts the operation of the pipeline during speculation (SE) and safe
(CE) evaluation phases. During SE, the domino latch DOMBUF is bypassed and the delay
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overhead is limited to only a single transmission gate. The output of the gate preceding the
latch is copied onto DOMBUF and during CE, this value is propagated forward cutting the
stage depth by half. During CE, both halves of each pipe stage perform safe evaluations
simultaneously. The second half passes its result via phase overlap to the next stage which
then in turn performs simultaneous safe evaluations on its two halves.
Figure 2.10: ART Domino pipeline operations. During SE, DOMBUF snoops on the
value propagated forward though the mux. During CE, the value stored on DOMBUF is
propagated forward, cutting the stage depth by half. Both halves of each stage perform safe
evaluations simultaneously. The error detector at each DOMBUF checks the segment till
the preceding DOMBUF for errors.
2.2.3 ART Pipeline Error Detection
The error detection in ART Domino is shown in Figure 2.11. Fully-margined gates
are used in the error logic for “always correct” operation. The output of DOMBUF (the
speculative result of the segment) and input of DOMBUF (the ’check’ result of the segment)
are copied to domino latches BUF1 and BUF2, respectively, to free DOMBUF for precharge
during phase SP. The following SP and SE phases are used to XOR the two values, relaxing
timing constraints on the comparison logic. Finally, all error logic is precharged during CP.
Thus, errors are flagged during the next SYSCLK cycle in parallel with the subsequent set of
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gate evaluations. The overall error detection timing for a four-stage ART Domino pipeline

































































CP: Precharge error logic (in red)
CE: Copy GATE4 to BUF2 and 
DOMBUF to BUF1
SP+SE: Evaluate Domino XOR, Domino 
OR tree
Error Detection in next clock cycle in 
parallel with next set of gate evaluations
Figure 2.11: ART Domino error detection. Errors are flagged during the next SYSCLK
cycle in parallel with the subsequent set of gate evaluations.
Figure 2.12: Error detection timing in a four-stage ART Domino pipeline. Errors
are detected during the subsequent SE phase.
Note that not every gate is checked explicitly for errors. Since error detection only
happens at the end of a pipeline segment, we have three scenarios as shown in Figure 2.13. In
the event of segment X evaluating erroneously, BUF1 will store the incorrect value which will
flag a real error during the safe evaluation phase (stand error detection). Another scenario
is when multiple errors occur in the pipeline segments X and Y such that the final result is
correct - flagging a false error. However, the functionality of the design is still maintained
in such a case. A third scenario is when the value passed to segment X is incorrect and
multiple errors in segments X and Y occur such that BUF1 stores the correct value while the
final value passed out from segment Y is incorrect. Thus errors in such a scenario will not
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be detected. In order to address this issue, an additional checker is added to detect errors
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between LAT_IN and 
LAT_OUT
Figure 2.13: Error detection scenarios in a ART Domino pipeline. An additional
checker is added to detect errors in the segment following the last DOMBUF in the pipeline.
2.2.4 ART Pipeline Error Recovery
We now discuss mechanisms for error recovery in the ART domino pipeline. This assumes
a large system in which one of the pipelined stages (between flops) is implemented using ART
Domino logic. The ART Domino logic itself is pipelined into four stages (using overlapping
clocks) and the system is shown in Figure 2.14. Since errors are detected in the next SYSCLK
cycle, the system will need to flush the pipeline and rollback to two cycles earlier. An
alternative solution is shown in Figure 2.14. Suppose stage 2 of the ART Domino pipeline
evaluates erroneously during its SE in Cycle0. This error would be detected during its SE
phase in Cycle1. Once the error is detected, all registers in the system pipeline stages leading
up to the ART Domino stage are stalled. Since stage 2 has not entered its CP phase, the
correct value stored from the previous CE is still available and is propagated forward to the
next SE of stage 3, thus ensuring forward progress. After the error has been resolved, the
stall is resolved and the pipeline resumes normal operation.
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Figure 2.14: Error recovery example in a ART Domino pipeline. This example
assumes a larger system in which ART Domino logic is implemented in one of the stages.
The ART Domino logic is pipelined into four stages using overlapping clocks for latch-less
pipelining. The example shows recovery in case an error occurs in stage 2 of the ART Domino
pipeline.
2.2.5 Metastability in ART Domino Design
As in all design styles incorporating timing speculation, metastability can occur in ART
Domino design on the error signal and cause failures in error detection. Two sources of
metastability have been identified in the latch DOMBUF and we present solutions to mini-
mize their occurrence: 1) Metastability due to genuine timing violations during SE is mini-
mized by providing an additional half cycle of slack for the latch to evaluate. 2) Unintentional
leakage in the preceding gate (Gate 4 in Fig. 2) during SE can also cause DOMBUF to go
metastable. To address this, DOMBUF is given the full CP to resolve and is further latched
through BUF1 during CE prior to using this value in the error and data paths, thereby min-
imizing the probability of metastability. Also, the intrinsic offset between the metastable
input and output voltages of domino gates was found to reduce the probability of metasta-
bility to acceptable levels (∼2.5×10−21 or once in every 12,700 years).
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2.3 ART Implementation Prototype
ART Domino logic was incorporated in a 32b× 32b multiplier and implemented in 65nm
CMOS technology. The design is split into two pipeline stages and four tunable voltage do-
mains (TVDD1/TVSS1),...,(TVDD4/TVSS4). The multiplier architecture details are shown
in Figure 2.15. The multiplier was an array multiplier with Booth encoding/decoding. A


























Figure 2.15: Test prototype. ART Domino was implemented on a 32b × 32b multiplier
in 65nm CMOS. The topology was an array multiplier with radix-2 Kogge Stone adder for
final summation. The multiplier was partitioned into four tunable voltage domains and two
pipeline stages as shown.
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2.4 Measured Results
In this section, we discuss the measurement results for the ART Domino multiplier pro-
totype. With ART disabled, the multiplier runs at 890MHz at 1.2V and 27◦C, and consumes
184 mW. Measured frequency contours as a function of the tunable voltages are shown in
Figure 2.16. This plot shows that performance with ART is improved to 1.192GHz (34%
benefit) by eliminating robustness margins at nominal PVT conditions. Figure 2.17 plots
measured minimum ART power overheads with achieved performance. The overhead ini-
tially reduces due to reduced voltage swing and increases at higher frequencies. Since every
multiplication operation occurs twice (speculative and safe evaluation), energy overhead of
ART accounting for both cycles is higher at 110% at 1.192GHz. Figure 2.18 shows measured
voltage tuning to achieve these power-frequency points.
Measured error rate due to robustness failures (Figure 2.19) indicate higher sensitivity
to TVSS tuning. The measured error rate due to timing failures is shown in Figure 2.20.
Temperature dependence of gains due to robustness speculation (Figure 2.21) show higher
gains for lower temperatures, as expected. Measured performance gain due to robustness
speculation across 20 dies is shown in Figure 2.22. The average gain due to robustness
speculation across the dies is ∼28%. The overall performance gains are shown in Figure 2.23.
Measurement gains due to timing speculation (Fig. 6) at nominal temperature (27◦C) and
voltage (1.2V) range from 20% to 33% compared to performance of the slowest die at 85◦C
with 10% supply droop. Tuning robustness margins provides further gains (24% to 34%)
resulting in measured total gains of 49% to 71% over conventionally margined designs. The
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Measured Max. Performance: 1192 MHz
Figure 2.16: Measured frequency contours as a function of the tunable voltages.
ART Domino improves performance by 34% by eliminating robustness margins at nominal
PVT conditions.

































Figure 2.17: Measured ART power as a function of performance. The overhead
initially reduces due to reduced voltage swing and increases at higher frequencies.
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Figure 2.18: Measured tunable voltage profiles as a function of achieved perfor-
mance. The step size for each voltage domain is 50mV.
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 = 0.15V, TVSS
4
 = 0.17V
* ∆TVDD = 0.9V-TVDD,
∆TVSS = TVSS-0.17V
Figure 2.19: Measured errors rates due to robustness failures. Error rate shows a
higher sensitivity to TVSS tuning.




























Figure 2.20: Measured errors rates due to timing failures. The non-monotonic data
points are attributed to measurement setup limitations.
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Figure 2.21: Measured performance gain due to robustness speculation as a func-
tion of temperature. The gain decreases at higher temperatures as gates become less
robust.


















% Performance Gain 
(Robustness Speculation)
At 27C, 1.2V VDD
20 Dies
Figure 2.22: Measured performance gain due to robustness speculation across dies.
The average gain due to robustness speculation across the dies is ∼28%.
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Figure 2.23: Measured performance improvement due to robustness and timing
speculation. The performance was measured across 20 dies at 85◦C with 10(1.2V) across
the dies range from ∼20% to 33% compared to the slowest die. Tuning robustness margins

























Figure 2.24: Die micrograph in 65nm CMOS. ART Domino was implemented on a
32b× 32b multiplier.





Max. Performance Gains (Robustness Speculation) 34%
Max. Performance Gains (Timing Speculation) 33%
Max. Performance Gains (Robustness + Timing Speculation) 71%
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CHAPTER 3
Pulse-Amplification Based Dynamic Synchronizers
with Metastability Measurement using Capacitance
De-rating
In this chapter, a new class of dynamic buffer based synchronizers are presented where
pulses, rather than stable intermediate voltages, cause metastability. We exploit this unique
feature by amplifying such pulses to improve MTBF by ∼1×106× (∼5×107×) over jamb
latches (double flip-flops) at 2GHz in 65nm CMOS. The synchronizers provide single cycle
synchronization with a MTBF of ∼2×1011 years. A new technique to experimentally measure
metastability in silicon is also presented and used to measure results.
3.1 Motivation
Message-passing and shared-memory based multicore processors have risen in popularity
and often employ independent DVFS of the cores to improve energy efficiency [24,25]. As a
result, fast and reliable on-chip communication is a key challenge in these systems and has
spurred extensive research to reduce the occurrence of metastability during synchronization.
Metastability is an issue because different downstream gates in a path can interpret the
metastable value differently, which in turn can to lead to a system-wide functional failure.
Figure 3.1 shows this scenario. Previous hardware approaches [29, 30, 43] have addressed
this by either increasing synchronization latency or constraining the relationship between
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the clock frequencies. This chapter presents dynamic buffer based synchronizers [44] where
pulses, rather than stable intermediate voltages, generate metastability events due to the
one-sided operation of dynamic gates. This unique feature enables the key advantage, that
mean time between failures (MTBF) can be significantly improved by amplifying such pulses
using skewed inverters in the synchronization path. In a 65nm test chip (FO4 delay = 11ps),
this approach improves MTBF by ∼1×106× over jamb latches and ∼5×107× over double
flip-flops (2-FFs) at 2GHz. The synchronizers provide single cycle synchronization with an
MTBF of up to ∼2×1011 years. In addition, a new silicon-confirmed metastability mea-


































Figure 3.1: The issue of metastability. Different downstream gates can interpret the
metastable value differently, which can lead to a system-wide functional failure.
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3.2 Synchronizer Design
Typically, a synchronizer uses two series-connected flip-flops, as shown in Figure 3.2.
The 1st FF has a finite probability of sampling the input during a transition and becoming
metastable due to the asynchronous relationship of the two clock domains. This event can
cause an arbitrarily slow transition at Q1, which in turn can cause the 2nd FF to become
metastable during the subsequent cycle. As mentioned earlier, this output can be interpreted
inconsistently by different downstream gates, potentially causing a functional failure. By
increasing resolution time, the metastability probability reduces exponentially, giving rise to
















Intermediate Voltages at Q1 can 
cause metastability at Q2
Double-Flop Synchronizer 
Figure 3.2: Metastability in double-flop synchronizers. Stable or slowly resolving
intermediate voltages at Q1 can cause DFF2 to go metastable.
Dynamic buffers, however, exhibit one-sided evaluation. Figure 3.3 shows that a similar
intermediate signal voltage at Y1 causes the final buffer G2 to fully evaluate (scenario 1),
avoiding metastability. Instead, metastability occurs when buffer G1 generates a pulse at
Y1 (resulting from its keeper) that causes partial evaluation at G2 and metastability at
output Y2 (scenario 2). We make the key observation that such pulses, unique to dynamic
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Scenario 2 - Certain pulses on Y1 


































Figure 3.3: Metastability in dynamic synchronizers. In contrast to double-flop syn-
chronizers, metastability is only caused by pulses, as shown in scenario 2. Such a pulse
occurs due to data-clock alignment at buffer G1 (because of its keeper) that causes partial




Figure 3.4 shows how pulses generated at Y1 by dynamic buffer G1 are amplified us-
ing properly skewed inverters. If the pulse at the input of buffer G2 is within a specific
height/width range, its output will fail to evaluate to a rail voltage by the required time,
causing a metastability event at Y2. By providing amplification, the range of pulses at the
output of G1 causing metastability in G2 is compressed. This in turn compresses the win-
dow (range) of data input to clock alignments at the input of G1 that yield metastability
(metastability window). The amplifying inverters are skewed by aligning their DC transfer
function with the input pulse height to maximize gain, as shown in Figure 3.5. Properly
skewing the inverters in a 3-inverter chain by aligning their DC transfer functions with the
input pulse height improves stage gain by 2.3×.
Figure 3.6 shows that adding skewed inverters improves MTBF by ∼2×103× in a 2-stage
synchronizer (based on simulation). In addition to inserting inverters, additional dynamic
buffers, also clocked by CK2, can be inserted since they function much like inverters, pro-
viding gain for propagated pulses without adding cycle latency.
Figure 3.6 also shows that inserting additional inverters in FF-based synchronizers does
not improve metastability. A properly skewed inverter chain with metastable input will drive
its output to rail. However, since the metastable input can still resolve in either direction, the
inverter output can still switch back at a later time, creating metastability in the capturing
FF (in contrast to dynamic synchronizers with one-sided evaluation). Thus, inverter insertion
only delays the metastability event and also worsens MTBF by reducing available resolution



































Figure 3.4: Pulse amplification in Dynamic synchronizers. Only pulses within a
specific width/height range at the input of G2 can cause metastability at Y2. This range is
compressed through pulse amplification using skewed inverters and added buffer stages.
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Figure 3.5: Stage gain sensitivity to inverter skew. Properly skewing the inverters in a
3-inverter chain by aligning their DC transfer functions with the input pulse height improves
stage gain by 2.3×.
Added inverters reduce 
available resolution time in 
FF synchronizers
Added inverters improve pulse 
amplification in dynamic synchronizers
Simulated Results at 1.2V, 25°C












Figure 3.6: Pulse amplification in dynamic synchronizers contrasted with FF-
based synchronizers. In contrast to FF-based synchronizers, skewed inverters improve

















As Q1a resolves to 0, Q1b will 
transition to 0. If this happens close to 
clock edge CK2, then DFF2 can go 
metastable
At a later time, Q1a 


















As Y1a resolves to 0, Y1b will transition to 0. 
However, G2 has already evaluated and 










at Q1a is amplified by 
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Figure 3.7: Why pulse amplification uniquely benefits dynamic synchronizers. The
one-sided nature of dynamic gates ensures that late changing signals (possibly resolving from
metastability) do not affect the following gate if it has already evaluated.
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3.2.2 System-Level Performance Impact
In conventional flop-based synchronizers, designers add more flip-flops in series in order
to exponentially reduce the probability of metastability. However, this degrades system per-
formance. Figure 3.8 shows that a 3-cycle synchronization latency can degrade performance
by 11% in a NoC. Dynamic synchronizers provide single-cycle synchronization and reduce
this overhead to 4%. The simulated NoC configuration is shown in Figure 3.9. The 64
routers were partitioned into four frequency domains. Synchronizers were inserted at the
frequency boundaries.





































Simulated with SPLASH workloads 
over 10 million instructions
Figure 3.8: Performance impact of synchronization latency. 3-cycle synchronization
latency can degrade performance by 11% in a NoC. Dynamic synchronizers provide single-
cycle synchronization and reduce this overhead to 4%.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated NoC configuration. The 64 routers were partitioned into four
frequency domains. Synchronizers were inserted at the frequency boundaries.
3.2.3 Dynamic Synchronizer Circuit Details
Figure 3.10 shows a single stage of a dynamic synchronizer. The full keeper improves
gain at the dynamic node by 13.3× (simulated). Cutoff device M1 prevents short circuit
current during precharge. Gate length in the inverters is increased to 70nm (Lmin = 60nm),
improving gain by 30%.
Like any other dynamic circuit, this synchronizer also has a precharge phase. Hence, in
order to maintain throughput, two such synchronizers are operated in a ping-pong manner as
shown in Figure 3.11. DS1 and DS2 are both complete, multi-stage dynamic synchronizers.




















Figure 3.10: 3-stage, 3-inverter dynamic synchronizer. Circuit details of a single stage




























The two synchronizers work in a Ping-Pong manner. 
When Dynamic synchronizer DS1 precharges, DS2 
enters the evaluate phase to hide this precharge latency. 
DS1 and DS2 are multi-stage dynamic synchronizers 
Figure 3.11: Ping-pong operation of dynamic synchronizers. The two synchronizers
operate in a ping-pong fashion in order to hide each others precharge latency.
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3.3 Metastability Measurement and Simulation Tech-
niques
In this section, we discuss the CAD methodology to simulate these synchronizers in
Section 3.3.1. We also explain the capacitance de-rating in Section 3.3.2 which is used to
characterize these synchronizers in silicon.
3.3.1 Transfer Function Based Simulations
SPICE reliably simulates metastability windows down to the 1×10−18s range. To optimize
the synchronizer design, we developed an analysis flow in which each inverter/dynamic stage
is characterized using a dynamic transfer function to map a range of input pulses to output
pulses. Figure 3.12 shows this methodology applied to a 2-stage dynamic synchronizer. A
single stage is characterized in SPICE to generate to sets of mappings: 1) Input data-clock
alignment to output (Y1) pulse amplitude, and 2) Output (Y2) amplitude at resolution
time (RT) to input pulse (Y1) amplitude. By interpolating these characterization tables,
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Figure 3.12: Transfer function based simulation methodology. The mappings have
been generated by characterizing a single synchronizer stage in SPICE.
3.3.2 Capacitance De-rating
To experimentally characterize MTBF, we present a new measurement method where
DUTS are de-rated (slowed) by connecting their internal nodes to selectable MIM capaci-
tors (Figure 3.13). By increasing node capacitance, gain-bandwidth product is reduced and
the metastability window increases. Such windows are then measured and results are fi-
nally extrapolated to the actual metastability window under native (self-loaded) conditions.
Slowing the gates also requires resolution time (RT) to be de-rated (increased) due to the
slower transitions of nodes to their steady-state values. The de-rating of RT and capacitance
must be coordinated to obtain a linear dependence, which is critical to facilitate accurate
extrapolation.
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Figure 3.13: Measurement technique for determining intrinsic metastability win-
dow using capacitance de-rating (I). The de-rating of RT and capacitance must be
coordinated to obtain a linear dependence, which is critical to facilitate accurate extrapola-
tion.
in the metastability window. Instead, we find that log-log proportionality between RT and
capacitance provides linearity and enables accurate extrapolation to native RT (500ps) under
self-loading conditions (1fF for the simulation in Figure 3.14). This result is confirmed by
SPICE simulations, transfer function-based calculations, and silicon measurements.
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Figure 3.14: Measurement technique for determining intrinsic metastability win-
dow using capacitance de-rating (II). Scaling capacitance and RT with log-log pro-
portionality results in linear dependence of metastability window on capacitance, enabling
accurate extrapolation.
3.3.3 Test Harness
The test harness to measure metastability in silicon using this de-rating scheme is shown
in Figure 3.15. The data-clock alignment was controlled using a 3-stage delay chain: 1) a
counter-based coarse delay chain with measured steps of 0.5ns; 2) a fine delay chain with
measured steps of 18ps; and 3) a Vernier delay chain with measured mean resolution of 1.2ps.
A statistical TDC [45] averaging 106 results was used to measure the data-clock alignment
with 1ps accuracy. The DUTs (at 1.2V VDD) were de-rated by connecting their nodes to
calibrated, binary-weighted, selectable MIM capacitors. All switches were double-stacked to
remove leakage effects. Two comparators were used to flag a metastable event by comparing
the selected DUT output to off-chip references (0.8V and 0.4V) that define the metastable
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voltage range. Averaging counters recorded the number of 1, 0, and metastable events over
several trials. Data was increasingly delayed with respect to clock and the metastability
window was defined as the time range when metastability count dominated over 0- and
1-counts.
In order to accurately measure the data-clock alignment, the fine and Vernier delay chains
were initially characterized using the TDC. Figure 3.16 shows the measured variations in step
size for the fine delay chains. Measured delays for the fine and Vernier delay chains as a






















Tunable resolution time (R.T)

















































DELAY CHAINS TO SKEW DATA AND CLOCK
Figure 3.15: Test harness to measure metastability using capacitance de-rating.
The data-clock alignment is controlled using a 3-stage delay chain and measured using a
statistical TDC. The DUT output is compared to off-chip references (0.8V and 0.4V) that
define the metastable voltage range. All switches were double-stacked to remove leakage
effects.
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Figure 3.16: Measured variations in step size (in ps) for the fine delay chains.
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Figure 3.17: Measured fine delay vs. TDC output code.


























Figure 3.18: Measured Vernier delay vs. TDC output code.
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3.4 Measured Results
Fourteen dynamic synchronizer configurations differing in the number of stages and in-
verters per stage were tested at 2GHz and compared to 2-FF, 3-FF and jamb latch synchro-
nizers.
Figure 3.19 shows measured metastability windows for several dynamic synchronizer con-
figurations (de-rated conditions) along with their extrapolated windows at native conditions
(∼2fF, 500ps RT). This is the first work where these windows are measured using capacitance
de-rating with linear extrapolation. Figure 3.20 corroborates the extrapolation approach by
measuring windows using distinct RT / capacitance scaling ratios; results converge to a
relatively small range at native conditions, as desired.
Extrapolated windows for all measured configurations are shown in Figure 3.21, confirm-
ing that metastability reduces as inverters/dynamic buffers are inserted until their prop-
agation delay becomes prohibitive. The 3-stage, 7-inverter synchronizer provides the best
performance and MTBF improvement of 8× over the jamb latch (Figure 3.22) at the smallest
measure-able de-rating condition (9.1pF loading, identical RT of 307ns). This translates to
an improvement of ∼1×106× at native conditions. Figure 3.24 shows that dynamic synchro-
nizers show temperature dependence similar to jamb latches and 2-FF synchronizers.
Figure 3.23 confirms that inserting additional FFs does not improve metastability in
FF-based synchronizers, unless RT between the end-point FFs is also increased.
Measurement-based extrapolated windows are also compared with their respective the-
oretical estimates calculated by measuring τ and tw [46] from simulation (Figure 3.25).
Figure 3.26 shows that the extrapolation error due to measurement and fit limitations is
relatively small compared to improvement over jamb latch. This synchronizer has a MTBF
of ∼2×1011 years at 2GHz, mapping to a system failure rate of ∼8.7×10−4/year for a CMP
with 103 synchronized signals at 2.5GHz (jamb latch rate = 55.8/year). Figure 3.27 shows
the die micrograph and Table 3.1 shows the implementation summary.
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Figure 3.19: Measured metastability windows for several dynamic synchronizer
configurations (de-rated conditions) along with their extrapolated windows at
native conditions (∼2fF, 500ps RT)
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Figure 3.20: The extrapolation approach by measuring windows using distinct
RT / capacitance scaling ratios. Results converge to a relatively small range at native
conditions, as desired.
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Figure 3.21: Extrapolated windows for all measured dynamic synchronizer con-
figurations. Metastability reduces as inverters/dynamic buffers are inserted until their
propagation delay becomes prohibitive
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Figure 3.22: The 3-stage, 7-inverter synchronizer provides the best performance
and MTBF improvement of 8× over the jamb latch at the smallest measure-able
de-rating condition (9.1pF loading, identical RT of 307ns). This translates to an
improvement of ∼1×106× at native conditions.
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Figure 3.23: Inserting additional FFs does not improve metastability in FF-based


























Figure 3.24: Dynamic synchronizers show temperature dependence similar to jamb










































= tw*exp(-RT/τ ) [6]
Figure 3.25: Measurement-based extrapolated windows are also compared with
their respective theoretical estimates calculated by measuring τ and tw [46] from
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Figure 3.26: Extrapolation error due to measurement and fit limitations is rela-




















Figure 3.27: Die micrograph in 65nm CMOS.










2-FF 1× 60uW 24um2
Jamb latch ∼50× 24uW 8um2
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CHAPTER 4
VTS: Variation Tolerant Sensing with Auto-Zero
Calibration and Pre-amplification for High
Performance Memories
In this chapter, a variation tolerant sensing scheme targeting high performance 6T SRAMs
is presented. The scheme reconfigures a conventional sensing topology to additionally perform
auto-zeroing based offset compensation, and bitline droop pre-amplification. The scheme is
implemented in 28nm CMOS, where sensing reliability is improved by 1.2σV th without added
area overhead. This increased robustness is traded for performance, providing up to 42%
sensing speed improvement and 10% lower sensing power at 1.8GHz.
4.1 Motivation
High performance SRAMs are critical elements in microprocessors and SoCs. Fast and
robust bitline sensing is a key requirement in such memories. However, process scaling
has degraded sensing robustness due to increased mismatch in the sense amplifier (SA)
circuit (Figure 4.1). In addition, increased Iread variation in the memory bitcell [31] further
degrades sensing robustness. The fundamental tradeoff between sensing time and bitline
read failures (seen in Figure 4.2) forces designers to heavily margin sensing time in order to
guarantee sufficient bitline differential voltage prior to SA triggering. Previous research has
proposed to improve SA robustness using pre-amplification circuits [32], capacitance based
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offset cancellation [33,34], and redundancy [35]. However, a majority of these schemes target
single-ended sensing (losing the benefit of common-mode rejection), incurring up to 60% area











































Figure 4.1: Voltage-type conventional sensing scheme. A sufficient bitline differential
is allowed to be developed between the bitlines, after which the sense amplifier is enabled
and the differential is amplified and latched using regenerative feedback.
The main contribution of this work [47] is an area-efficient and variation-tolerant small-
signal differential sensing (VTS) scheme that modifies the conventional SA circuit to include:
1) a structure for on-the-fly, auto-zeroing offset compensation, 2) pre-amplification of bitline
differential by reconfiguring the SA inverter pair as amplifiers, and 3) latching of the ampli-
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fied voltage differential by returning the SA to its conventional cross-coupled configuration.
The approach is demonstrated to improve SA robustness at iso-sensing time without area
overhead (Figure 4.2). Conversely, sensing time can be reduced at iso-robustness and area.
Measurements of a 28nm CMOS test chip show that an iso-area VTS scheme improves offset
noise tolerance by ∼1.2σV th or sensing speed by up to 42% at iso-robustness (<0.3% failure
rate).






















42% performance improvement at 
iso-robustness (<0.3% failure rate )
Iso-Area 
implementations
10K MC Sims at TT Corner, 1.0V, 27°C
128 bits/column
12% failure rate 
improvement at iso -sense 
time (46ps)
Figure 4.2: VTS sensing speed/robustness advantage over conventional sensing.
VTS provides 42% sensing speed improvement over an iso-area, iso-robustness conventional
sensing scheme in 28nm CMOS (simulated).
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4.2 VTS Design
The basic concept of the VTS scheme is to reconfigure the inverter pair of the SA,
effectively putting it to use during all phases of operation to provide offset cancellation
and additional amplification. Figure 4.3 illustrates the high-level operation of VTS, which
consists of three successive SA configurations:
1) During bitline precharge, the SA does not have to detect bitline droop allowing the
inverters to be decoupled from each other and biased in their high-gain regions close to
their ideal trip-points. AC-coupling capacitors C1 and C2 enable independent biasing of
the bitlines and inverters. In addition, the capacitors also compensate for mismatch in the
inverter trip-points via auto-zeroing.
2) During reads, the bitcell wordline is activated and the inverters function as offset-
compensated pre-amplifiers for the bitline differential (in contrast to conventional SAs, where
they remain idle).
3) Finally, the inverters are cross-coupled to further amplify and latch the data using
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Figure 4.3: High level operation of VTS. VTS modifies conventional sensing by re-
configuring the SA inverters through 1) auto-zeroing based offset compensation, 2) pre-
amplification of bitline differential (∆V→ K×∆V), and 3) latching the amplified differential
voltage to recover SA robustness at shorter sensing times.
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Figure 4.4: VTS-SA circuit schematic. The VTS-SA is designed to support 128
bits/column with 2:1 bitline multiplexing. The reconfigurable inverters are coupled to the
multiplexed bitlines (BL MX/BL MX B) using capacitors CMOM1 and CMOM2 that store
inverter trip point offsets for auto-zeroing based compensation. Header/footer units (shared
across 16 VTS-SAs) are used to duty-cycle auto-zeroing during precharge to reduce short-
circuit power draw and provides up to 26% measured power savings.
Figure 4.4 shows the circuit schematic of the VTS-SA. The 2:1 bitline multiplexing,
precharge and output driver circuits are similar to those in the conventional SA. The 10-
transistor reconfigurable inverter circuits are coupled to the multiplexed bitlines using ca-
pacitors CMOM1 and CMOM2. Transistors M3-4 and M5-6 form the SA inverters and NMOS
switches M7-10 are used to reconfigure inverter connections for auto-zeroing, pre-amplification,
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and latching modes. NMOS switches M11 and M12 isolate the MOM capacitors during re-
generation, preventing full rail voltage swing at nodes BL MX/BL MX B that could turn
on bitline mux switches and severely degrade performance. Since this scheme incorporates
automatic offset compensation, the SA is not highly sensitive to mismatch. Hence, all de-
vices in the VTS-SA are near minimum-sized and can fully leverage density improvements
from technology scaling. This is in contrast to conventional SAs, which require large devices
to reduce mismatch and therefore have not tracked with feature size improvements [48].

































































Figure 4.5: VTS-SA operation phases (I). The biased inverters provide added ampli-
fication during bitcell-reads improving sensing reliability that can conversely be traded for
sensing speed.
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Figure 4.5 shows simulated waveforms for the selected bitlines and SA inverter outputs
through various phases of operation. During biasing/offset storage, the input and output
of the SA inverters are shorted together, which creates a 14µA (measured) short circuit
current that would increase power consumption in the current scheme. However, biasing
and offset storage require only ∼60% of the precharge phase to complete and are therefore
duty-cycled, resulting in 26% measured SA power savings (compared to no duty-cycling).
Headers and footers for duty-cycling are shared across 16 SAs. During the bitcell read
phase, the capacitors connect the bitlines to the inverter inputs while their outputs are
disconnected. This compensates for inverter trip-point offset and enables pre-amplification
of bitline droop (∼3.2× larger bitline swing at 60ps sensing time, simulated at TT corner,
1V, 27◦C). Finally, the inverters are cross-coupled when SA EN is enabled for latching. The





































































Output ResolutionBitcell ReadBiasing + Offset Storage
Figure 4.6: VTS-SA operation phases (II). The various configurations of the sensing
circuit through the operation phases are shown.
4.2.3 VTS Array Design
The VTS-SA is implemented in an 8kb SRAM array composed of high-density 6T bitcells
(Figure 4.7). The bitlines are interleaved 2:1 with 128 bits on each column. The capacitors
are implemented as 7.8µm × 0.76µm MOM (metal-oxide-metal) devices, rather than: 1)
MIM (metal-insulator-metal) capacitors, which have larger minimum size constraints, or 2)
MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) capacitors, which undergo weak inversion during auto-
zeroing, increasing coupling loss. The MOM capacitors are pitch-matched to the SA and
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Figure 4.7: VTS-based array design. VTS is evaluated with an 8kb 6T array consisting
of 128 rows and 64 columns. Each 5fF capacitor is pitch-matched to the column circuit and
placed on top of two bitcell columns in Metals 5-6.












Figure 4.8: VTS-based array read timing.
4.2.4 VTS Capacitor Design
The sizes of CMOM1 and CMOM2 are a critical design parameter in the VTS scheme.
Increasing these capacitances both degrades sensing time (due to larger bitline capacitance)
and requires up-sizing of the inverter transistors (M3-M6) to charge the capacitors within a
given precharge time. In contrast, smaller CMOM1 and CMOM2 result in reduced coupling,
attenuating the input bitline swing and negating the benefit of pre-amplification. Figure 4.9
shows the simulated design-space, which was used to determine capacitor size. In the test
chip implementation, ∼5fF capacitors are used to maximize gain-bandwidth product, striking
a balance between coupling ratio and total bitline capacitance while minimizing area.
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Figure 4.9: Capacitor sizing design space. In the current implementation ∼5fF capaci-
tors are used to maximize gain-bandwidth product.
4.3 Test Chip Implementation
To evaluate robustness and speed improvements, a conventional SA-based array is also
implemented, where the SA is sized for 4.5σ yield and has an area of 4.62µm2. Placing
the MOM capacitors over the bitcells and using near-minimum sized devices enables an iso-
area implementation of the VTS-SA, despite 2× higher transistor count. Because of the
additional 2 routing layers used by the MOM capacitor placement strategy, it may not be
feasible in some routing resource limited cases (e.g., generic memory compilers). However,
custom memory design applications such as processors often have sufficient (≤9) metal layers
where a similar implementation can be achieved with little impact on overall routing.
The test harness used to characterize SA performance is shown in Figure 4.10. The arrays
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are programmed with pseudo-random data using a 32b LFSR. To measure sensing speed,
the WL EN to SA EN delay is swept using a two-stage delay chain and any read failures are
recorded over 232 experiments operating at 1.8GHz. Similarly, SA robustness (offset noise
tolerance) is characterized by skewing the supply voltages of the cross-coupled inverters (to
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32b Data_in
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(Avg. measured step size ~110ps)
16-tap Fine Delay
(Avg. measured step size ~18ps)
... ...
Figure 4.10: Test chip implementation. The test harness used to characterize SA per-
formance is also shown.
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4.4 Measured Results
Measurements were carried out across 22 dies to characterize sensing time and robustness
for conventional and VTS implementations. Figure 4.11 shows that for a typical die, VTS
improves sensing time by 34% over conventional sensing at an iso-failure rate of <0.3%.
Alternatively, this corresponds to ∼0.9σV th higher offset noise tolerance (Figure 4.12).
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively show the sensing speed and robustness characterization
across all the 22 dies tested. Across dies, sensing speed improvements range from 25% to 42%
(Figure 4.15), corresponding to robustness improvements of 0.6σV th to 1.2σV th (Figure 4.16).
Figure 4.17 shows the VTS-based sensing speed/robustness improvement across temper-
atures. The VTS sensing circuit consumes 5.1uW at 1.8GHz, which is 10% lower than the
conventional SA . Table 4.1 compares the key characteristics of VTS with the conventional
sensing approach. Figure 4.18 shows the die micrograph in 28nm CMOS.
Typical Die
1.0V, 27°C


























34% Sensing Speed 
improvement at 
iso-robustness (<0.3% failures)
Figure 4.11: Measured VTS vs. conventional sensing time characterization for a
typical die. VTS improves sensing time by 34% over conventional scheme at an iso-failure
rate of <0.3%.
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Sensing time set to 
Nominal Value (95ps)
Typical Die
30mV larger offset tolerance 
for iso -failures (<0.3%)
1.0V, 27°C























Offset Noise Tolerance (mV)
 Conventional
 VTS
Figure 4.12: Measured VTS vs. conventional sensing robustness characterization
for a typical die. VTS improves sensing robustness by ∼0.9σV th over conventional scheme
at iso-sensing time.

















Across 22 Dies Iso-Robustness 
(<0.3% failure rate )
Figure 4.13: Measured sensing speed characterization across 22 dies.
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Iso-Sensing Time with 
<0.3% failures constraint
Figure 4.14: Measured sensing robustness characterization across 22 dies.
Measured Sensing Speed 
Improvement Across 22 Dies

















% Sense Speed Improvement
Figure 4.15: Measured VTS sensing speed improvement across 22 dies. The im-
provement ranges from 25% to 42%.
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Measured Robustness 
Improvement Across 22 Dies




















Figure 4.16: Measured VTS sensing robustness improvement across 22 dies. The
improvement ranges from 0.6σV th to 1.2σV th.




























































Figure 4.17: Measured VTS-based sensing speed/robustness improvement across














42 µm 42 µm
Figure 4.18: Die micrograph in 28nm CMOS. The 8kb SRAM arrays with VTS and
conventional sensing are highlighted.




Power (1.8GHz) 5.6µW 5.1µW
Sensing Circuit Area 4.62µm2
Resert Power - 14µW
Configuration 128 6T bitcells per column with 2:1 bitline muxing








Exploring DRAM Organizations for Energy-Efficient
and Resilient Exascale Memories
The power target for exascale supercomputing is 20MW, with about 30% budgeted for
the memory subsystem. Commodity DRAMs will not satisfy this requirement. Additionally,
the large number of memory chips (>10M) required will result in crippling failure rates.
Although specialized DRAM memories have been reorganized to reduce power through 3D-
stacking or row buffer resizing, their implications on fault tolerance have not been considered.
In this chapter, we show that addressing reliability and energy is a co-optimization problem
involving tradeoffs between error correction cost, access energy and refresh power—reducing
the physical page size to decrease access energy increases the energy/area overhead of error
resilience. Additionally, power can be reduced by optimizing bitline lengths. The presented
3D-stacked memory uses a page size of 4kb and consumes 5.1pJ/bit based on simulations
with NEK5000 benchmarks. Scaling to 100PB, the memory consumes 4.7MW at 100PB/s
which, while well within the total power budget (20MW), is also error-resilient.
5.1 Introduction
The exascale supercomputing program has set a goal of producing an exaFLOP-class com-
puter (capable of executing >1018 FLoating point Operations Per Second) within a power
budget of 20MW—today’s supercomputers perform in petaFLOPS, consuming ∼10MW [49].
GPGPUs have greatly improved processor efficiency in supercomputers [50], and emerging
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technologies such as near-threshold computing [51,52] promise to improve this further. How-
ever, memory efficiency has been improving at a much slower rate, and exascale machines
are projected to require at least 100PB of main memory capable of sustaining a bandwidth
of 100PB/s (0.1B/FLOP) [53]. Main memory in today’s petascale systems consumes ∼30%
of the total power [54], and projections show that a simple scaling of today’s DDR3-based
memory [55,56] to 100PB will result in a power consumption of ∼52MW. Thus, the memory
subsystem by itself is equivalent to the power consumption of about 50,000 homes and far
exceeds the 20MW power budget set for the entire system. Additionally, such a memory
will suffer from soft and hard errors so frequently that rollback will take longer than the
mean-time-to-failure [57].
DDR4, a newer JEDEC standard, only provides 2× improvement [55] in efficiency which
also fails to meet this target. While mobile DRAM standards like LPDDR2/3 [58] provide
larger improvements (6-7×), they offer 3-5× less bandwidth compared to DDR4, thus re-
quiring a much larger number of chips for the same performance. This in turn increases
their fault tolerance requirements. With 3D-stacking, DRAM chips can be integrated very
tightly with logic dies. These logic dies can take over some of the operations of the memory
controller and allow much of the internal organization details to be hidden from the proces-
sor. This opens up flexibility in defining the bitcell array configurations, such as the size of
the row buffer. High-performance computing (HPC) memories such as the Hybrid Memory
Cube (HMC) [55] have taken a step in this direction, showing an increasing willingness to
move away from pre-existing DRAM standards. Recently, JEDEC also proposed the Wide
I/O standard [58] for mobile DRAM that is also based on 3D-stacking and is projected to
provide ∼12× improvement in efficiency over DDR3 - however, like other mobile DRAMs,
it offers 10× less bandwidth than HMC-class solutions.
Memory errors in current systems contribute more than 40% of the total hardware-
related failures and are projected to further increase in exascale systems [59], making error
correction capability increasingly important. Hence, any changes to the DRAM organization
must consider the impact on error resilience. While several recent DRAM architectures have
proposed reducing access energy through 3D-stacking [60, 61] and row buffer resizing/rank
subsetting [62–65], they have not considered their implications on fault tolerance, which
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needs to be included as an integral part of the power optimization problem.
The focus of this chapter is energy and reliability for exascale memories. We co-optimize
error resilience costs, access energy and refresh power to arrive at an energy-efficient and
resilient 3D-stacked memory for exascale computing [66]. In addition to its area and power
advantage, 3D integration allows us to stack conventional bitcells fabricated in an existing
DRAM technology (50 nm) over a 28nm CMOS logic die. This also limits the design risk
to just the stacking technology (already demonstrated in commercial products) and is an
alternative to more speculative low-power non-volatile memory technologies. In order to
address power and reliability, we make the following key contributions:
1. Reduce DRAM refresh power by restructuring subarrays to minimize bit-
line capacitance. DRAM bitcells must be periodically refreshed in order to retain data and
a number of efforts have been presented to reduce the associated power consumption [67,68].
In a 100PB memory built using DDR3 chips, refresh power alone can be as high as 3-4MW,
consuming 20% of the total power budget for the system, even in standby mode. We op-
timize subarray column height (bits per bitline) to minimize the total bitline capacitance
using a tradeoff between decreased local bitline capacitance and increased muxing/routing
capacitance to reduce refresh power. This achieves ∼4.6× savings in refresh power with a
9.7% increase in subarray area.
2. Optimize the energy/area overhead of including stronger resilience mecha-
nisms. Traditional DIMM-based solutions use Chipkill [69] to protect against single DRAM
chip failures. By analogy, we describe Subarraykill—a fault tolerance mechanism imple-
mented on subarrays in a bank. The scheme protects against soft errors (occuring primarily
due to particle strikes causing burst errors in a subarray), as well as hard errors (such as
multi-bit faults along columns/rows and 3D technology-specific faults such as TSV failures).
While most existing schemes use Single-bit Error Correction Double-bit Error Detection
(SECDED) ECC in conjunction with Chipkill, we find that for smaller pages, such schemes
significantly increase check-bit area/ power overheads. In this work we use rotational Sin-
gle Byte Error Correction Double Byte Error Detection (SBCDBD) ECC with 4-8b per
byte1 [70] to reduce these overheads. For instance, accessing a 128b data word in a 4kb page
1‘Byte’ in ECC terminology represents a symbol of multiple bits, not necessarily the customary 8 bits.
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using a (144, 128) SBCDBD2 (B=4b) ECC decoder instead of 4×(39, 32) SECDED decoders
reduces access energy by 26% and check-bit storage and refresh power overheads from 21.9%
to 12.5% without decreasing error coverage.
3. Include the impact of data locality on the optimal page size. A physical
page consists of data from multiple subarrays of bitcells in a bank. Access energy primarily
results from activating rows of bitcells with a RAS (Row Address Strobe). Reducing the
page size decreases the energy spent per RAS by activating fewer subarrays. On the other
hand, if workloads exhibit good data locality, larger pages are desirable as higher reuse of the
page contents reduces the number of RASs and results in greater energy savings. We include
this tradeoff in the optimization study by simulating our DRAM model with NEK5000 [71]
benchmarks representing anticipated exascale applications.
The presented solution [] is a 32Gb 3D-stacked DRAM with a page size of 4kb, access
energy of 5.1pJ/bit and standby power of 0.75pW/bit. For 100PB, the total power consump-
tion is ∼4.7MW at a data bandwidth of 100PB/s. This is an improvement of ∼6.5× over
DDR4 DIMM-based solutions and ∼1.8× over the first generation HMC. This leaves 15MW
for processors, interconnect, cooling and the other sources of power losses in an exascale
system.
2(144,128) represents 128 data bits and 16 check-bits for ECC, totaling 144 bits of storage.
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5.2 Background and Motivation
5.2.1 Power Challenge
Commodity DRAMs, primarily driven by volume, use very few data pins per chip to
reduce packaging/test costs. As a consequence, such architectures open a page across multi-
ple chips in a DIMM in order to meet bandwidth requirements. Every access opens an 8kb
row buffer in each chip (constituting an 8kB page) in order to fetch a cache line, which is
typically only 64B [64]. The spatial locality of single-core workloads takes advantage of this
large row buffer; however, with reduced locality in future multi-cores [62] this over-fetch ren-
ders commodity DRAMs very energy-inefficient and unsuitable for exascale computing [54].
Thus, using today’s DDR3-1333 chips (517.63mW/GB/s [55]), an exascale memory with a
100PB/s data bandwidth would consume ∼52MW, far exceeding the 20MW target for the
entire system. With DDR4-2667 chips (309.34mW/GB/s [55]), this decreases to 31MW,
which also fails to meet this target. With mobile DRAMs like LPDDR2 (80mW/GB/s) and
LPDDR3 (70mW/GB/s) [58] the total memory power further reduces to 8MW and 7MW
respectively. However, they provide much less bandwidth (4.3-6.4GB/s) compared to DDR4
(21.34GB/s), thus requiring a much larger number of chips to achieve the same performance.
This, in turn, impacts cost, area and fault tolerance requirements.
To address these issues, we explore 3D integration. In addition to its inherent area
and power benefits, 3D-stacking also decouples bitcell and logic design, which are known
to have contrasting process needs: (1) DRAM bitcells benefit from a low-leakage process
for longer data retention; (2) the peripherals (such as sense amplifiers, wordline drivers
and I/O) are designed for high speed and benefit from a high performance process. 3D-
stacking allows DRAM designers to integrate these distinct processes, as well as reduce
latency and increase bandwidth through the use of a large number of high-speed TSVs.
The first generation HMC is one such example of a 3D-stacked memory that improves the
power efficiency to 86.5mW/GB/s while providing a per-stack bandwidth of 128GB/s [55].
With over 7× power savings compared to DDR3, a 100PB main memory built using HMCs
will consume ∼8.8MW. While this is within the power budget of the whole system, it still
amounts to a sizeable 44%—more than the 30% used as today’s rule of thumb [54] for memory.
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Recently proposed Wide I/O mobile DRAM, also based on 3D-stacking, is projected to
further improve the efficiency to 40mW/GB/s [58] (4MW for an exascale memory) - however,
it only provides a bandwidth of 12.8GB/s (10× lesser than HMC) and also does not give
any special consideration to error resilience.
DRAM memories also consume power due to refresh. With the 64ms refresh interval, a
1Gb DDR3-1333 chip consumes 4mW of refresh power [72]. An exascale main memory built
using such chips will consume as much as 3-4MW for refresh alone, even in standby mode.
More recently, several approaches [67, 68] have focused on optimizing refresh interval as a
function of process and temperature variations. However, there is scope for additional power
savings, orthogonal to such techniques, by reorganizing subarray layout.
5.2.2 Resiliency Challenge
In addition to meeting stringent power constraints, large scale machines also require
stronger mechanisms for error resilience. Errors can be broadly classified as soft and hard.
Soft errors are generated by energetic particle interactions with semiconductor devices and
are transient in nature. Such particle strikes typically affect multiple bits and cause burst
errors in modern DRAM processes. This failure mode has traditionally been considered
the dominant fault mechanism in DRAM DIMMs. Errors are detected, and may also be
corrected, using ECC. Commodity ECC DIMMs use a (72, 64) SECDED ECC to protect
64 bits of data using 8 check-bits and are constructed using 18 x4 chips (x4 ECC DIMM),
or 9 x8 chips (x8 ECC DIMM) [73]. They use a 72b wide data path where the additional
DRAM chips are used to store both information and check-bits. The 4 (or 8) bits coming
from each chip are spread apart spatially such that no more than one bit is affected by a
particle strike—allowing for SECDED ECC to correct such errors.
Hard errors, on the other hand, are related to manufacturing process variations and device
wearout. They can be intermittent (data pattern dependent) or permanent in nature [74].
3D-stacking technology introduces another source of hard errors in the form of TSV faults.
Recent studies suggest hard errors are at least as significant as soft errors in large-scale
systems [74–76]. Accordingly, most server-grade DIMMs use stronger protection mechanisms
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which can tolerate a whole-chip failure, known as Chipkill. One way of implementing Chipkill
is by sending each data bit of a DRAM chip (e.g. each of the 4 bits of an x4 chip) to a
separate ECC word (a set of data and check-bits over which the ECC algorithm performs
error detection/correction). The other method of implementing Chipkill employs the use
of stronger codes, such as SBCDBD ECC, that can correct multiple-bit errors. Such codes
use Galois Field (GF) arithmetic with b-bit symbols (or bytes) to tolerate up to an entire
memory chip failure. The (144,128) SBCDBD with 4b per byte is one such code which can
correct up to 4 adjacent bit errors. This code has the same check-bit storage overhead as the
(72, 64) SECDED ECC (12.5%), but has much higher detection and correction capability.
This ECC scheme also has a highly parallel implementation, with at most 3-4 gates in the
critical path. Thus the delay overhead of this scheme is ¡0.4ns in 28nm CMOS.
Although such mechanisms must ideally be able to correct for all such DRAM failure
modes, this is not always possible. In such cases a rollback to the last checkpoint is per-
formed (which incurs additional power and computation latency penalties). Finally, software
intervention is required to retire pages with permanent failures [77].
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10TFLOPs, 128GB Memory, 
1000GB/s memory bandwidth
Large Node
80TFLOPS, 1TB Memory, 
8000GB/s memory bandwidth
Figure 5.1: Middle and large node architectures for exascale computing [78].
This research proposes building a 100PB main memory using smaller 3D-stacked de-
vices based on Tezzaron’s 3D-stacking process [79] that allows us to stack 8 memory layers
on a logic die through finely-spaced (1.75µm pitch) low-power TSVs. The TSVs have a
feedthrough capacitance of 2-3fF and a series resistance of <3Ω. This allows as much as
4GB of data in each individual stack. We assume a middle to large node architecture
(Figure 5.1) where these 3D-stacked devices will be connected to processor dies through
high-speed I/O [78] and then multiple such nodes will be organized into racks across the
entire system to make 100PB of total memory (∼2.5× 107 of these 3D chips in total in the
overall system).
Building such a system has a number of design challenges. As a starting point, the
focus of this work is on the power and resilience of the building block—the 32Gb 3D-stacked
DRAM. The 32Gb stack’s logical organization is shown in Figure 5.2. This will serve as
the base architecture for co-optimizing energy and resilience. Note that the ‘32Gb’ capacity
only accounts for data bits and does not include the check-bit storage area overhead which
depends on the choice of ECC (discussed in Section 5.4). Each 32Gb 3D chip consists of 8
4Gb DRAM memory dies stacked on top of a logic die. The organization of the 4Gb DRAM
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die is based on Tezzaron’s existing Octopus [80] DRAM solution. Each 3D stack has 16 128-
bit data ports, with each port accessing an independent 2Gb address space. Each address
space is further subdivided into 8 256Mb banks. Each bank, in turn, is physically organized
as 64×64 matrix of subarrays (not including subarrays for storing ECC check-bits). Each
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choice of ECC
Figure 5.2: Logical organization of the 32Gb 3D-stacked DRAM. The DRAM ca-
pacity (32Gb) only accounts for information bits and does not include check-bit storage
overhead, which depends on the choice of ECC.
Figure 5.3 shows the physical floorplan of each 4Gb DRAM memory die and the logic die.
The logic die is fabricated in a 28nm CMOS process and consists of address-decoding logic,
global wordline drivers, sense amplifiers, row buffers, error correction logic and low-swing
I/O logic with pads. Each memory die is partitioned into 16 ports with each port serving
1 of the 16 banks on a die (Figure 5.3). The memory die is fabricated in a 50nm DRAM
process and consists of the DRAM subarrays along with some logic such as local wordline
drivers and pass-gate muxes. While there are more advanced DRAM processes (e.g. 20nm),
TSV yield in existing 3D-stacked prototypes has only been proven up to the 50nm DRAM
process node [55,81]. All subarrays in a vertical stack share the same row buffer using TSVs
and hence at most one row of subarrays in a vertical stack can have its contents in the row
buffer, which corresponds to a physical page. Thus, assuming an 8kb page, a maximum
of 2048 pages can be simultaneously open per device (128 8kb pages per bank × 16 banks
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per physical layer), providing concurrency similar to Sub-Array Level Parallelism [82]. The
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Figure 5.3: Physical floorplan of the logic die and a 4Gb memory die in the 3D
stack (ignoring ECC overhead). The top-down view of the stack shows that DRAM
banks are arranged around ‘spines’ of peripheral logic.
We now describe DRAM operations for this architecture for an 8kb page (information
bits), which is the typical size today [64]. Note that for smaller page sizes, the decoding and
other peripheral logic will change accordingly. DRAM operations are pipelined and each
port can perform up to three tasks in each clock cycle. Hence, at each port, one bank could
be doing a RAS while another one could be simultaneously doing a Column Address Strobe
(CAS); and a third one could be doing a Page Close (PC). Thus, in each cycle, we can open
16 new pages, read/write 16 data words and close 16 other pages [80].
5.3.2 RAS Operation
During RAS (Figure 5.4), the address is first decoded in the logic layer to determine the
bank and the subarrays to be activated. The decoded address is sent through the TSVs to the
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corresponding memory die containing the row of subarrays to be accessed. This ultimately
activates one wordline in 32 subarrays out of the 64 subarrays in a row, (i.e. 32×256 = 8192
bitcells), causing them to charge share with their corresponding bitlines. In an error-resilient
memory with ECC additional subarrays will have to be activated due to the check-bit storage
overhead. The final charge-shared values are sensed using sense amplifiers on the logic layer
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Figure 5.4: Diagram showing how RAS operations are performed in each bank.
The bitlines are 4:1 time multiplexed to one TSV as the TSV pitch (1.75µm) is much larger
than the bitline pitch (0.5µm).
Sensing Scheme
In a conventional DRAM memory, the bitlines are initially precharged to VDD/2 and
are allowed to charge share with the accessed bitcells. The sense amplifier then compares
the new bitline voltage with a dummy/reference bitline at VDD/2 and stores this value onto
a latch. The sense amplifier also causes a full swing on the bitline, thereby re-enforcing the
bitcell data. Since the TSV pitch (1.75µm) is much larger than the bitline pitch (∼0.24µm),
we stagger the TSVs and employ time-multiplexing on the bitlines to limit the number of
TSVs and meet the minimum TSV pitch requirement. Note that the keep-out area around
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the TSVs is 500nm, allowing logic to be very close to the TSVs. The bitlines are 4-way
time-multiplexed to one sense amplifier. The mux output drives a TSV which also serves
as a global bitline vertically running through the stacked memory layers. The global bitline
terminates on the logic die where it drives a sense amplifier and sensed data is stored into a
4-bit latch local to this amplifier (Figure 5.4, SA Latch). This latch serves as a row buffer
local to the sense amplifier. An 8kb row buffer consists of 2048 SA Latch units.
During every RAS, the sense amplifier evaluates 4 times in order to fill the row buffer with
the corresponding bitcell values. Since full swing on the bitline involves charging/discharging
large capacitances (∼100fF), the standard sensing scheme is slow and does not meet our high
speed sensing requirement. We make an optimization by decoupling the sense amplifier from
the bitlines during evaluation using isolation switches (Figure 5.4) in order to boost the
sensing speed. Additionally, this also allows the sense amplifier to be reset more quickly
before the next firing. The RAS latency (tRCD) with such a sensing scheme is only 5ns [80]
compared to 13.5ns in DDR3-1333 chips [83]. Unlike conventional schemes, the full swing on
the bitlines is deferred and performed during the next Page Close (PC). This is acceptable
as the data is available in the row buffer throughout this period. The shorter RAS latency
also offsets the longer PC (also 5ns).
5.3.3 CAS Operation
During CAS, data is moved from the row buffer to the I/O logic. The address bits are
decoded to select the relevant 128 bits from the row buffer to be sent out to the I/O port.
Multiple CAS operations can be performed per RAS as long as the access is to the row
already stored in the buffer. In order to protect against errors, ECC decoding and correction
is also performed in this phase (Section 5.4). The corrected data is then sent to the I/O port
using a low swing interface consuming 1pJ/bit at 1GT/s [80, 84]. The CAS read latency is
2.5ns. Finally, during PC, the row buffer contents are written back to the subarray row and
the buffer is released.
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Table 5.1: Initial break-down of access energy in the 3D DRAM architecture for
an 8kb page size (no optimizations included).
RAS+PC Energy (pJ/b) 12.7
CAS Energy (pJ/b) 2.85
Low-swing I/O Energy (pJ/b) 1.00
Total Access Energy (pJ/b) 16.6
5.3.4 Access Energy Reduction
Table 5.1 illustrates how RAS energy dominates the total access energy per bit; it assumes
that every access results in both a CAS and a RAS. There are two competing approaches to
reduce total RAS energy—(1) reduce the total number of RAS operations; or, (2) reduce the
energy per RAS operation. While large page sizes suffer from higher energy per RAS, spatial
data locality will reduce the number of RASs by increasing the reuse of page contents. In
contrast a smaller page size (activating fewer subarrays per RAS) reduces the energy per
RAS, but suffers more RAS operations due to loss of data locality. Further complicating the
tradeoff is that smaller pages tend to have higher ECC check-bit storage/power overhead
(Section 5.4), which also increases access energy. We use these tradeoffs to arrive at the
final, energy-optimal page size in Section 5.6.1.
5.3.5 Refresh Power Reduction
Tezzaron’s 256 × 256 subarray has total bitline load of ∼100fF, bitcell capacitance of
25fF and VDD of 1.2V. Each bitcell needs to be refreshed within 64ms—a common DRAM
standard. This implies that if a bitcell is read at the end of 64ms (just before a refresh),
the final charge-shared voltage on the bitline, Vchargeshare should still be sensed correctly.
Typically, the sense amplifier requires a certain voltage margin between the sensed and the
dummy bitline (at VDD/2 = 0.6V) in order to guarantee correct operation. This is around
100mV accounting for process variation and mismatch. Thus the minimum Vchargeshare for
sensing a ‘1’ in our scheme is 0.7V.
If the subarray layout is changed such that the number of bits on a bitline is reduced (Fig-
ure 5.5), the total capacitance charge-sharing with the bitcell during reads can be reduced.














Figure 5.5: Reorganizing subarrays to shorten local bitlines and reduce refresh
power.
can also leak longer while meeting the minimum voltage requirement on Vchargeshare, before
requiring refresh. This concept can be used to reduce the refresh power by (1) reducing the
total capacitance charging/discharging during refresh, and (2) increasing the mean interval
between refreshes. This technique is also effective in reducing variations in required refresh
intervals among the bitcells, because charge-sharing between the bitcell and the bitline is lin-
early proportional to the bitline capacitance, thus the mean as well as the standard deviation
of the refresh interval distribution improve linearly.
However, as the number of bits per bitline reduces, the capacitance of muxing (including
routing through TSVs) increases (Figure 5.6) which eventually negates further refresh savings
(Figure 5.7). Also, the increased area overhead of the extra TSVs and bitline muxing also
reduces the subarray area efficiency. We choose to employ 64 bits on a bitline to get a ∼4.6×
savings in refresh power. This increases the subarray area by 9.7% due to additional TSVs
and muxing. Note that reducing bitline capacitance also reduces the energy spent on RAS
during an access. For an 8kb page, moving to 64 bits on a bitline (from 256 bits) reduces
RAS energy from 12.7pJ/bit to 8.6pJ/bit.
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Figure 5.6: Components of charge-sharing capacitance as a function of number of
bits on a bitline. While bitline capacitance reduces, the muxing capacitance increases.
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Figure 5.7: Refresh power savings as a function of number of bits on a bitline.
The increase in muxing and routing power offsets the savings in bitline swing power as we
move to 32 or fewer bits on a bitline.
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5.4 3D Memory with Subarraykill
In this section we propose Subarraykill—a resilience approach intended to protect against
soft errors caused by particle strikes and hard errors caused by multiple errors along rows
and/or columns in a subarray, referred to as subarray failures. This is analogous to how
typical server-grade memory uses Chipkill [69] to protect against single memory chip fail-
ures or multiple errors from any portion of a single memory chip on a DIMM. We include
hard error protection, because, as noted earlier, hard errors are at least as significant as
soft errors [74–76]. In particular, row failures are the most frequent [85]. Subarraykill is
implemented by spreading a data word evenly across a whole accessed page in order to tol-
erate multiple errors in the same subarray. Such errors can be detected and corrected using
either SECDED or SBCDBD-based codes, which we compare in the next two sections. In
summary, Subarraykill is designed to handle multi-bit faults, column faults and row faults
(up to whole subarrays). In addition, since the ECC is on the logic die at the base of the
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Figure 5.8: SECDED-based Subarraykill error correction for 16kb page.
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Table 5.2: Comparing Subarraykill configurations for accessing a 128b information
word from different page sizes using SECDED and SBCDBD ECC codes that








































16kb 64 2 2×(72,64) 12.5% 0.62ns 1×(144,128),
(B=4b)
12.5% 0.88ns
8kb 32 4 4×(39,32) 21.9% 0.49ns 1×(144,128),
(B=4b)
12.5% 0.88ns
4kb 16 8 4×(39,32)* 21.9%* 0.49ns* 1×(144,128),
(B=4b)*
12.5%* 0.88ns*
8×(22,16) 37.5% 0.38ns 1×(152,128),
(B=8b)
18.75% 1.08ns
2kb 8 16 8×(22,16)* 37.5%* 0.38ns* 1×(152,128),
(B=8b)*
18.75%* 1.08ns*
*code guarantees hard error detection (not correction) with soft error correction.
We discuss the SECDED-based scheme using a 16kb page as an example as shown in
Figure 5.8. Borucki et al. [86] showed that a particle strike can affect almost 20 bits in the
110nm process. Since our DRAM uses the 50nm process, we conservatively protect against
burst errors of up to 64 bits due to particle strikes. Additionally, we must also protect against
hard errors such as row failures. In order to correct burst errors due to particle strikes and
row failures, the 144-bit code word is spread across 64+8 subarrays and each subarray only
contributes 2 bits towards the data word. During a read, each of these 2 bits is sent to a
separate ECC unit so that in case of a soft error, or a subarray failure, each ECC word can
have at most 1 bit in error which can be corrected using a conventional (72,64) SECDED
code.
Table 5.2 shows that as the page size is reduced, fewer subarrays get activated and more
bits are pulled from each subarray to form a word. With the SECDED scheme, these bits
need to be sent to separate ECC words for decoding. Thus, as the page size is reduced,
the SECDED code also becomes smaller which increases the storage overhead due to check
bits. Table 5.2 also shows the storage overhead of error correction as a function of page size.
Note that for a page size of 4kb, storage overhead with SECDED-based Subarraykill is 37.5%,
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which reduces the useful DRAM density to an unacceptable amount. This increase in storage
overhead in turn increases the energy spent in retrieving these check bits during access and
more prominently during refresh (Figure 5.11). So, we propose switching to SBCDBD-based
ECC codes which have lower energy and storage overheads as will be discussed in the next
section.
5.4.2 SBCDBD-based Subarraykill
We noted earlier (Section 5.3.4) that opening smaller pages directly improves total access
energy, because it is dominated by RAS. However, SECDED-based Subarraykill incurs a high
energy and area overhead for smaller page sizes, negating the advantages of smaller pages.
As a solution, we propose using rotational SBCDBD-based codes which have lower area
and energy overheads for the same error correction performance. Rotational codes have the
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Figure 5.9: SBCDBD-based Subarraykill error correction option I for 4kb page
(information bits).
Consider the 4kb page (information bits) as shown in Figure 5.9. The page is opened
across 16+K subarrays (where K is the number of additional subarrays to store check bits)
and the 144bit word is spread across this page with 32b spacing. This implies that each
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subarray supplies 8 bits towards the word. Because the bits are spaced 32 bits apart, this
ensures that a particle strike would not cause a burst error of greater than 2 bits. Using a
(144,128) rotational SBCDBD (B=4b) code [70], as shown in Figure 5.9, will ensure that
no more than one ‘byte’ is in error, and hence can be corrected. Thus we have reduced the
check bit storage area overhead to 12.5% (versus 21.9% with SECDED).
While the scheme explained in Figure 5.9 protects against soft errors, it cannot guarantee
correction in case of hard errors, such as whole subarray row failure, although it will detect
them. This is because a subarray row failure would corrupt up to 8bits, or 2 bytes for B=4b.
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Figure 5.10: SBCDBD-based Subarraykill error correction option II for 4kb page
(information bits).
If we need to guarantee correction in the case of subarray row failures, stronger SBCDBD
codes are required at the cost of higher area, power and latency overheads. For example, we
can modify the scheme from Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.10 and use a (152,128) SBCDBD (B=8b)
ECC unit instead of a (144,128) SBCDBD (B=4b) ECC unit. The (152,128) SBCDBD
(B=8b) ECC is a shortened RS(19,16) code over GF(28) with minimum distance 4 that is
derived from RS (255,252) code over GF(28). Any subarray row failure will now affect at
most 1 byte (8b) in an ECC word, and can be corrected. Table 5.2 compares SBCDBD
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configurations for different page sizes with their SECDED counterparts that have the same
error correction performance. For instance, for the 4kb page (information bits), the (152,
128) SBCDBD (B=8b) ECC has 18.75% storage overhead compared to the 37.5% for the
SECDED configuration and can correct whole subarray failures. While the reduction in
storage overhead is significant, in memory systems this may still be too large. In such cases,
we propose the use of the (144,128) code which has a 12.5% storage overhead and guarantees
soft error correction, but only hard error detection. These configurations have been labeled
with a ‘*’ in the table. We end our analysis with the 2kb page size, as with smaller pages
this storage overhead becomes prohibitive, increasing die cost.
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Figure 5.11: Comparing the impact of error correction on access energy and refresh
power across page sizes.
Now consider the case when multiple subarrays have hard and soft errors. In other
words, there are more than 2 bytes of errors in the code words that are being processed
by the SBCDBD units. The mentioned SBCDBD codes have more than a 99% probability
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of detecting 3 or 4 bytes of errors. In contrast, the Hsiao code, which is a popular (72,
64) SECDED code, has a 43% probability of triple error detection and more than a 99%
probability of quadruple error detection [70]. Thus, the use of the SBCDBD codes allows
us to detect more errors reliably and flag them for further processing by the OS. Even in
the event of more severe faults (multiple subarrays, whole-chip, memory stack), we can still
detect such failures using the same scheme by OR-ing the ‘error-detect’ signal [70] across
subarrays.
5.4.3 Background Scrubbing
Typical cosmic particle strike rates are 0.005/(cm2-h) [86]. Any particle strike can affect
an area as much as 15µm in diameter (which is equivalent to 64 bits in a single row). Since our
ECC scheme is designed to handle a single particle strike between scrubs, we are interested in
a scrubbing rate which can keep the probability of two such strikes in close proximity fairly
low. We choose an interval of 1 hour between same row scrubs, as this results in a fairly
low probability of a double strike (Table 5.3) and a low power overhead (Figure 5.12). The
scrubbing power slightly increases for smaller pages due to a corresponding small increase in
CAS energy per bit (due to changes in muxing, error correction scheme).
Table 5.3: Probability of double particle strikes per hour.
Page size Area sensitive to a
particle strike





































Figure 5.12: Scrubbing power overhead as a function of page size. Refresh and
ECC optimizations are in place.
5.5 Evaluation Methodology
5.5.1 Power Model
The logic die model accounts for the power of the address decoders, sense amplifiers, row
buffers and the low-swing I/O. The memory die model accounts for the power of bitlines and
the global/local wordline drivers. All mixed-signal peripherals (sense amplifiers, precharge
logic, etc.) were custom-designed in a 28nm industrial process and simulated in SPICE.
All other logic layer components were synthesized in 28nm and the power was modeled
using Synopsys Primetime©. All wire loads (including TSV routing capacitances) were
estimated using the floorplan in Figure 5.3. The sense amplifiers (along with bitline columns)
were simulated across process, voltage and temperature. We performed 1M Monte Carlo
simulations to design for process mismatch. The subarray is in a 50nm DRAM process and
the model was provided by Tezzaron. The subarray model included the capacitances of the
bitcell, the bitline and column muxing, as well as bitcell leakage current for accurate power
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In order to obtain DRAM access patterns in large scale systems, we used main memory
access traces from NEK5000 benchmarks [71]. These benchmarks characterize the appli-
cations expected in exascale machines. The benchmarks use a Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [87] to communicate between cores. The individual benchmarks are described in Ta-
ble 5.4. Since the total access latency tRCD (RAS latency)+tRP (Precharge latency)+tCL
(CAS latency) of the proposed 3D-stacked chip, including ECC enhancements, is much less
than that of conventional DIMMs (13.6ns vs. 45ns for DDR3-1333 [83]), there is no negative
impact on the total system runtime. Thus, the focus of our performance analysis is on the
impact of row buffer locality on energy.
While it is impractical to evaluate an entire exascale system, we develop a methodology
to simulate a single 32Gb 3D DRAM chip that is part of a blade unit in a larger exascale
system. This is accomplished by running the benchmarks on a cluster with up to 64 cores per
benchmark. Locality measurements are gathered on the access pattern for each benchmark.
Additional traffic from other blades in the system would only serve to reduce the row buffer
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Table 5.5: Cache parameters.
L1 L2
Size 64KB 16MB
Block Size 64B 64B
Associativity 4 16
Replacement LRU LRU
Prefetch Policy None None
Write Back Yes Yes
hit rate and, as such, the results presented here are optimistic for the amount of locality
that will be experienced in exascale systems.
The evaluation cluster consisted of twelve 6-core Intel Xeon X5670 CPU nodes providing
a total of 72 total cores. Each node contained 24GB of RAM and is connected to the network
using 10Gbps Ethernet. We instrumented all reads / writes of the benchmarks with PIN [88].
PIN traces all memory accesses and instructions on each of the cores. Each process filtered
its memory accesses through an L1 cache simulator before writing L1 misses out to a merged
trace file. This merged file was run through an L2 cache simulator to generate a memory
trace. The cache parameters are presented in Table 5.5.
Finally, this memory trace was run through a memory simulator to yield cache line locality
in the memory row buffers. The memory simulator has two memory controllers: one that
issues requests in-order and one that issues requests out-of-order with a scheduling window
of 10. Since the out-of-order scheduler does not have a concept of time between accesses, the
simulator gives the best case performance for locality with a scheduling window of size 10.
We assume a standard DDR channel width of 128 bits and every memory access results in 4
consecutive DRAM accesses (burst of four CAS instructions) to fill a cache line (64B). On a
subsequent access, if the row buffers already contain the data correlating to that address, we
have a hit and can avoid a RAS access. On a row buffer miss a RAS is required in addition
to a CAS. We studied the percentage of main memory accesses that resulted in a RAS as a




The results section is broken into two parts. First we include the impact of benchmark
locality on page size, and then we explore the total power consumption of our proposed
design for a 100PB system, comparing it to conventional DIMMs and current 3D DRAM
designs.
5.6.1 Locality
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively show the percentage of cache misses that result in a
DRAM RAS operation across several NEK5000 benchmarks with (a) in-order and (b) out-
of-order (window size 10) memory scheduling. As the page size becomes smaller, it is less
likely that a subsequent access will hit the row buffer (lower locality). Overall, the aggregate
locality and its dependence on page size is at best moderate, because multiple cores interleave
accesses to the DRAM, evicting each others’ data from the row buffer. Even with optimistic
memory scheduling, the trend barely changes, and at 2kb (information page size), almost
80% of DRAM cache line accesses result in a RAS operation.
The low locality of these benchmarks suggests using smaller pages to minimize energy.
However, smaller pages have higher energy/area costs of error resilience. Taking locality and
error resilience costs jointly into consideration, we minimize the energy of 3D DRAM chip.
The storage-optimal ECC scheme for each page size is selected from the configurations in
Table 5.2. The power/energy numbers were calculated with the methodology described in
Section 5.5. Figure 5.15 shows the energy of DRAM accesses for each page size. The energy
is broken down by RAS+PC energy and CAS energy that includes all ECC overheads,
and low swing I/O. The fourth bar shows the total energy per bit without considering
locality—all access result in a RAS+PC and a CAS. The locality of the benchmarks reduces
the likelihood of an access requiring a RAS+PC, so the last bar shows a reduction resulting
from the average locality across the benchmarks. For the 8kb page size, the locality helps to
reduce the average access energy per bit from 13.7pJ to 5.5pJ. It is important to note that
each cache line miss that results in a RAS operation performs 4 CAS operations to return
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Figure 5.13: Percentage of cache misses resulting in a DRAM RAS operation
across NEK5000 benchmarks with in-order memory scheduling.
system experiences a slight minima at the 4kb page size. Smaller page sizes incur slightly
higher energy due to poor locality and additional area overhead for parity bit storage. The
4kb page has a low energy of 5.1pJ/bit with a storage overhead of 12.5% for ECC check-bits.
The 12.5% overhead is quite common in today’s ECC DIMMs [73]. Note that this particular
implementation only guarantees hard error detection—if hard error correction is required,
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Figure 5.14: Percentage of cache misses resulting in a DRAM RAS operation
across NEK5000 benchmarks with optimistic out-of-order memory scheduling.





















 RAS+PC (includes ECC) 
 CAS (includes ECC)
 Low Swing I/O 
 Total (excluding data locality)
 Total (including data locality)
Figure 5.15: DRAM access energy across page sizes. This includes the energy cost of
error correction using our proposed scheme.
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5.6.2 Complete 100PB DRAM Power Analysis
16kb (I)
Base Design









































































































































Figure 5.16: Power consumption of 100PB DRAM constructed using 32Gb 3D-
stacked chips.
Taking into consideration the effect of locality on access energy, we calculate the total
power of the exascale memory. To do this we scale the energy numbers to a 100PB memory
with 100PB/s data bandwidth and include the power from refresh and error detection.
Overall, we find that the total power of the DRAM system scales well to the 4kb page size
(Figure 5.16) without any additional ECC storage overhead (Table 5.2). The total power
of the DRAM in the exascale system is 4.7MW (with hard error detection). This increases
to 4.9MW if hard error correction is required (with 18.75% storage overhead). An exascale
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DDR3-1333 DIMM [55] 10.66 5E7× 2GB 52MW




























*Assumes 100% locality in a 16kb page.
system built with conventional DDR3 DIMMs would consume ∼52MW and one built with a
3D design such as the HMC would consume ∼8.8MW. Overall, our proposed design results in
a 6.5× reduction in power compared to DDR4 DIMMs, and a 1.8× reduction compared to the
first generation HMC. We compare our solution with current DIMM-based and 3D-stacked
DRAM memories in Table 5.6.
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5.7 Related Work
In this chapter we analyzed the implications of error correction, page resizing, and the
subarray design itself on access and refresh energies to converge on a memory targeted for
Exascale computing. Below we summarize various classes of related work.
DRAM Reorganization and Active Power : Several works have proposed reorganizing
DRAM through rank sub-setting and subarray reorganization [62–64] and analyzed their
impact on performance, power and reliability [90]. Our work focuses on reorganizing DRAM
for an exascale system where we are constrained by stringent requirements on power, per-
formance and reliability. Udipi et al. [62] reorganized the DRAM to enable single access
filling of a 64B cache line. This approach reduced power consumption while trading off
transfer times by having lower bandwidth. 3D-stacking enables us to have increased trans-
fer bandwidth (through a large number of TSVs) and hence we did not have to make any
major tradeoffs while scaling back on power. Research in photonic interconnects [91, 92]
has demonstrated increased bandwidth which will further optimize 3D DRAM in the future.
Work by Loh [60] on 3D DRAM architecture has mainly focused on design points involving
multiple memory controllers and ranks; our reorganization is on a finer micro-architectural
granularity. In [82], Kim et al. exploited parallelism in DRAM sub-arrays to reduce latency
by overlapping memory accesses to different banks and reduce power by operating at a sub-
array granularity. More recently, Weis et al. [93] also performed a design space exploration
for 3D-stacked DRAM, where they co-optimized the memory and the controller architecture
to minimize energy. However, both approaches have not considered implications on error
resilience costs.
Refresh Power : Recently, there have been attempts to reduce refresh rates as low as
possible [67, 68] without introducing errors. These proposals make the observation that
process variations and temperature conditions result in each DRAM cell having a different
refresh rate. Accordingly, they refresh different portions of the DRAM at different rates after
profiling the impact of different sources of variation. In addition, the controller can smartly
avoid refreshing inactive DRAM rows. Both of these techniques to reduce refresh power
are orthogonal to the technique presented in this work and could be used to further reduce
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refresh power in future DRAM organizations. However, they would incur more storage and
computation overheads to track DRAM cell refresh rates or the inactive rows. Recently Kim
et al. [94] also proposed tiering DRAM bitlines to reduce capacitance and improve latency.
However, they have not considered its implications for refresh power savings.
Error Correction cost : Several works [65, 95] have evaluated the cost of error correction
on the overall system in the context of soft errors. However, more recent studies [75, 76]
have shown that DRAM failures in large scale systems are dominated by hard errors. We
implement Subarraykill to protect against hard errors such as whole-subarray failures. In
addition, large scale systems use a memory scrubber that periodically walks through the
memory and corrects the data with an ECC mechanism [96].
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
This chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation and and highlights future
research directions motivated by the current work.
6.1 Summary
Improving performance efficiently, while addressing reliability has become a critical com-
puting bottleneck in modern technologies. This dissertation presented circuit and architec-
tural techniques for addressing these challenges targeted at datapath logic, signal synchro-
nization and memories.
In chapter 2, a domino logic design style called Adaptive Robustness Tuning (ART) was
presented. ART architecture, pipelining, clock generation, error detection and recovery were
discussed. This technique was demonstrated in a 32b × 32b multiplier fabricated in 65nm
CMOS technology where it provided performance gains of up to 71% over conventional
domino logic. The technique dynamically tunes domino gates to trade surplus noise margins
at nominal conditions for performance by detecting stability errors during runtime while
guaranteeing forward progress. It also eliminates timing margins.
In chapter 3, we described dynamic buffer based synchronizers, where metastability is
only caused by pulses, rather than stable, intermediate voltages. This unique feature was
exploited by amplifying such pulses using simple elements such as skewed inverters. The syn-
chronizers were fabricated in 65nm CMOS and were shown to improve MTBF by ∼1×106×
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(∼5×107×) over jamb latches (double flip-flops) at 2GHz. The synchronizers provided single
cycle synchronization with a MTBF of up to ∼2×1011 years. A capacitance de-rating based
technique to experimentally measure metastability in silicon was also presented and used to
characterize synchronizer performance.
In chapter 4, a variation tolerant sensing (VTS) scheme targeting high performance 6T
memories was presented. The scheme modified the conventional sensing topology to addi-
tionally perform auto-zeroing based offset compensation, and bitline droop pre-amplification
using AC-coupling MOM capacitors. VTS circuit schematic, operation phases, array de-
sign and capacitor design were discussed. The scheme was implemented in 28nm CMOS,
where sensing reliability was measured to be improved by 1.2σV th without added area over-
head. This increased robustness was in turn traded for performance, providing up to 42%
sensing speed improvement and 10% lower sensing power at 1.8GHz. The characterization
methodology to measure SA performance was also discussed.
In chapter 5, we showed that addressing reliability while meeting exascale power budgets
is a co-optimization problem involving multiple aspects of memory design. Contrary to
popular belief, we showed that an all-DRAM solution is feasible, provided the traditional
interfaces are re-thought. We presented a resilient architecture for a main memory building
block based on a Tezzaron prototype. It employs a 3D-stacked DRAM organization to
meet the stringent power, bandwidth and reliability demands. We showed that minimizing
power requires a tradeoff between row buffer size, refresh, and the ECC mechanisms. Using
NEK5000 benchmarks, we showed that the optimal solution for the 32Gb 3D-stacked building
block uses a 4kb page with (144,128) SBCDBD (B=4b) ECC scheme to protect against
soft/hard errors. Scaling this design to 100PB would result in a memory power consumption
of 4.7MW, which is well within the exascale power budget (20MW).
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6.2 Future Directions
The work presented in this dissertation opens up many directions for future research.
The work on ART domino logic presented in chapter 2 can be extended to include error
correction, as already described in section 2.2.4. The current prototype implements error
detection. Also, a feedback loop for robustness speculation to automatically dial in opti-
mal TVDD/TVSS voltages to maximize performance gains based on a desired error rate,
and generating these voltages on chip is another area in which this work can be extended.
Additionally, the concept of ART can be extended to included other more power-efficient
dynamic logic families, such as Limited Switch Dynamic Logic (LSDL) [97], that do not
consume constant data power for a static input. Finally, the technique was implemented
on a standalone multiplier —the work can be extended included the ART-based component
into a larger system to study its system level implications.
The work on synchronizers can also be extended to implement them in a larger NoC
system, rather as standalone components. As the synchronizers are dynamic, the static to
dynamic and vice-versa signal conditioning in the context of these synchronizers can be stud-
ied in greater detail. In addition, skewed inverters are currently used as amplifying elements
in the synchronizer —there is scope to explore other amplifying elements such as analog
amplifiers and Schmitt triggers. Synchronizer performance (MTBF) can be also be studied
using a different characterization method, where multiple copies of the synchronizer are run
concurrently (without any de-rating) and failure statistics are recorded. The performance
measured using this method can be compared with the results obtained using capacitance
de-rating.
The work on VTS for 6T memories can be extended to include a feedback loop to auto-
matically trade off improved robustness to increase sensing speed. This is similar to a future
direction as also suggested in [98] to implement Razor for SRAM memories.
Finally, the work on DRAM memories for exascale computing can be extended to include
the cost overhead of checkpointing. One approach can be to stack a layer of nonvolatile
memory (NV, such as flash, STT-RAM, memristors, etc.) onto the DRAM stack for local
checkpointing. Additionally, stronger error correction codes (such as erasure codes [99]) can
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be deployed to leverage the known location of faulty bits to provide stronger error resilience
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